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Just a few short months ago, Universal Uclick announced its new role as syndication management provider for United 
Feature Syndicate and Newspaper Enterprise Association. 

This new partnership brings a wealth of content to the Universal Uclick catalog – the beloved characters and trademark 
humor of today's most popular cartoonists, the ideas and opinions of respected columnists, and the world's most  
addictive and original puzzles and games.

Gathering these talents together under the roof of a single syndication company offers tremendous benefits to those 
tasked with bringing entertaining content to their readership. Universal Uclick is a syndication provider with a stable 
of award-winning, groundbreaking and universally recognized content that is unparalleled in its depth and variety,  
reaching every demographic.

UU is also moving forward with the print, mobile and digital solutions of the future, staying in step with the publishing 
industry's ever-changing landscape. Our content will be available whenever and wherever your readers can be reached.

We look forward to working with you in bringing powerful, innovative and dynamic content to your readers now and in 
the years ahead.

Lee Salem

President and Editor
Universal Uclick
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Meet some of the world's most beloved  
characters.  We have the names you know and  

the next generation of great comic talent.
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READERS' FAVORITES
Dilbert 
by Scott Adams 

Dilbert is the most photocopied, pinned-up, downloaded, faxed and emailed comic strip in the world. Dubbed "the cartoon 
hero of the workplace" by The San Francisco Examiner, Dilbert has been syndicated since 1989 and now appears in 2,000 
newspapers in 70 countries and 25 languages.  

Notable: Reuben Award for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year and  
Best Newspaper Strip, 1997. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Business, Men, Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Doonesbury 
by Garry Trudeau 

Doonesbury has managed to be articulate, abrasive, political, compassionate, misunderstood, misprinted and outrageous – 
but one thing it's never been is complacent. Garry Trudeau's creation has chronicled American history and culture in a  
parallel universe. And through it all, Doonesbury has always been honest, entertaining and way, way cool.

Notable: Pulitzer Prize for Editorial Cartooning, 1975. National Cartoonists Society Award for 
Best Newspaper Strip, 1994, and Cartoonist of the Year, 1995. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, For Kids,  Men, Pets, Women

Available In:
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For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com

Garfield
by Jim Davis

What else can be said about the world's most famous – er, not to mention fattest and laziest – cat? He's just a wise-cracking,  
nap-taking, coffee-guzzling, lasagna-loving, Monday-hating, dog-punting, spider-whacking, mailman-mauling, fat feline.  
And he is the most beloved strip in the world, read in more than 2,400 newspapers, with a readership of 200 million.

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip (Humor), 1982 and 1986.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, For Kids, Men, Pets, Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Peanuts
by Charles Schulz

What began in the funny pages in 1950 has developed into an enduring classic. Whether you're a fussbudget like Lucy,  
philosopher like Linus, Flying Ace like Snoopy, or a lovable loser like Charlie Brown, there is something to touch your heart  
or make you laugh in Peanuts. 

Notable: Two-time winner of the National Cartoonists Society Cartoonist of the Year Award, 1955 and 1964, and for Best 
Newspaper Strip (Humor), 1962. Schulz was posthumously awarded the Milton Caniff Lifetime Achievement Award by the 
National Cartoonists Society.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, For Kids, Men, Pets, Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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READERS' FAVORITES

FoxTrot 
by Bill Amend 

FoxTrot is centered around the chaotic Fox family with its three kids, two parents and a perpetually hungry pet iguana. While 
just about any topic is possible fodder, the humor in FoxTrot tends toward the geeky, with occasional forays into the super-
geeky. FoxTrot began its published life April 10, 1988, as a seven-day-a-week newspaper strip. In 2007, Bill cut the strip back  
to Sundays-only in order to free up time for other things and to generally preserve his remaining sanity.

Available In:
Frequency: Sunday Only
Categories: Family, For Kids, Men, Pets, Women

*Available in Spanish

For Better or For Worse 
by Lynn Johnston 

Since its debut in 1979, For Better or For Worse has touched comic strip readers as few cartoons ever do. Lynn Johnston's eye 
for detail and her uncanny sense of what real parents and children struggle with daily are a big part of her success. The comic 
strip now appears in 1,550 newspapers in the U.S. and Canada. Read by people of all ages, the award-winning For Better or For 
Worse deals honestly with both the lighthearted and the serious, and to many readers, the Pattersons feel like family!

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Cartoonist of the Year Award, 1985, and for Best Newspaper Strip, 1991.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Pets, Women 

Available In:
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The Argyle Sweater
by Scott Hilburn

The Argyle Sweater is where one should expect the unexpected – where 
animals can talk, the imaginary becomes real, and politicians tell the 
truth. Creator Scott Hilburn's single-panel comic is a window into a 
world of humorous absurdity that has won over legions of fans and 
taken comics pages nationwide by storm.

Notable: The Argyle Sweater stars in a hit greeting  
card line and is a top-selling calendar year after year.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Pets, Women

Available In:

Big Nate
by Lincoln Peirce

Aspiring cartoonist Nate Wright is 11 years old, 4 ½ feet tall, and the all-time record holder for detentions in school history. 
He's a self-described genius and sixth-grade Renaissance Man who lives with his dad and older sister, and enjoys  
pestering his family and teachers with his sarcasm.

Notable: Two Big Nate books have spent more than half a year on the New York Times Best Seller list.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, For Kids, Men, Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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Cul de Sac
by Richard Thompson

Cul de Sac chronicles the absurdly wonderful adventures of the Otterloop family. Alice, Petey, Mom 
and Dad live in the cookie-cutter suburbs not far from the interstate. Here, and at school, their day-
to-day life unfolds with simple joys, tiny infractions and wonderful moments of gentle bliss.

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Reuben Award for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year  
nominee in 2010, and won in 2011; Best Newspaper Strip Award nominee (2007, 2008 and 2010).

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Kids, Men, Women

READERS' FAVORITES

Close to Home
by John McPherson

Close to Home revels in its wackiness. There is no pretense here – John's 
offbeat, oddball characters turn up in familiar places, but their actions  
are always hilarious and unexpected. There's a lot of humor to be found  
in odd situations, and John McPherson boldly explores these bizarre  
scenarios with clever art and gusto.

Notable:  John has published numerous Close to Home collections, as well 
as yearly Day-to-Day calendars, a children's book, a book of medical car-
toons, a line of award-winning greeting cards and many other gift items. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

Available In:

Available In:
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Marmaduke
by Brad Anderson

Marmaduke, America's most lovable Great Dane, has delighted  
newspaper readers since 1954. Marmaduke lives with the Winslow  
family, who, try as they might, just can't seem to get him to obey.  
Despite his antics, the playful pooch is top dog in the neighborhood 
and on the comics page, where he has endeared himself to readers in 
more than 20 countries. 

Notable: Winner of the National  
Cartoonists Society Award for Best 
Comic Panel, 1978.

Frequency: Daily

Categories: Classic, Family, For Kids,  
Men, Pets, Women 

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Get Fuzzy
by Darby Conley

At the center of this warm and fuzzy romp is Rob Wilco, a single, mild-mannered ad executive and guardian of anthro- 
pomorphic scamps Bucky and Satchel. Bucky is a temperamental cat who clearly wears the pants in this eccentric house-
hold. Satchel is a gentle pooch who tries to remain neutral, but frequently ends up on the receiving end of Bucky's mischief. 
Together, this unlikely trio endures all the trials and tribulations of a typical family ... more or less. 

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip, 2002.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: For Kids, Men, Pets, Women

Available In:
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READERS' FAVORITES

Pooch Café
by Paul Gilligan

Pooch Café is the story of a cheese-loving, squirrel-fearing, kibble-desiring, break-dancing, toilet-drinking mutt named 
Poncho. Dogs, like certain barflies, want to go where everybody knows their name (other than the vet's office). So they 
gather at the Pooch Café to compare notes on such weighty issues as avoiding baths, zebra-flavored kibble, toilet breath 
and the construction of a giant catapult with which to hurl all the Earth's cats into the sun. 

Notable: Nominated for the National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip, 2008.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Pets, Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Lio 
by Mark Tatulli 

The world of Lio is filled with the extraordinary – monsters under the bed, wild reptile pets, robot inventions, 
weird science – but it's all commonplace for this most uncommon first-grader. Mark Tatulli renders this  
pantomime strip in pen-and-ink style, giving the artwork a dark, spidery feel to match the strip's dark  
humor. Lio explores the twisted realm of a kid's imagination – at once bizarre, 
creepy and fun. 

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip, 2008.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, For Kids, Pets

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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Non Sequitur
by Wiley Miller

Non Sequitur is Wiley Miller's wry look at the absurdities of modern 
life. A hit with millions of fans, the strip is syndicated in more than 
700 newspapers.

Notable: Non Sequitur has won four National Cartoonists Society 
divisional awards. It is the only comic strip to win the coveted award  
in its first year of syndication, and the only one to ever win in both  
the Best Newspaper Strip and Best Comic Panel categories.

Frequency: Daily

Categories: Business & Finance, Family,  
Men, Pets, Women  

Available In:

Pearls Before Swine 
by Stephan Pastis 

At its heart, Pearls Before Swine is the comic strip tale of two friends: an arrogant Rat who thinks he 
knows it all, and a slow-witted Pig who doesn't know any better. Together, this pair offers caustic 
commentary on humanity's quest for the unattainable. Dilbert cartoonist Scott Adams says Pearls  
is "one of the few comics that make me laugh out loud."

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Comic Strip, 2003 and 2006.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Pets, Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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READERS' FAVORITES

Rose Is Rose 
by Pat Brady and Don Wimmer 

Rose Is Rose presents the extraordinary nature of everyday life as seen through the eyes of the Gumbo family. The strip stars 
child-at-heart Rose and her ASD (Attentiveness Surplus Disorder) husband, Jimbo. Their gentle son, Pasquale, is watched  
over by his Guardian Angel who morphs from tiny cherub into gargantuan protector. Family kitten Peekaboo boasts that  
her humans are the cutest in town. Readers relish the romance in Rose and Jimbo's marriage, yet cheer the emergence of  
Rose's rebel alter ego, the fearless, wild and ready-to-roll Vicki the Biker.

Notable: Brady has been nominated multiple times for Reuben Awards by the National Cartoonists  
Society; he won the 2004 Reuben for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women 

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Red and Rover
by Brian Basset

Red and Rover is about the deep, abiding love between a boy and his dog. Just like Charlie Brown and Snoopy, 10-year-old Red 
and his faithful canine companion, Rover, forged their fellowship in a gentler time, when friends were forever and loyalty was  
unquestioned. Red and Rover have an endearing partnership that brings them – and the strip's lucky readers – a measure  
of pure delight.

Notable: Nominated for the National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip, 2004 and 2011.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, For Kids, Men, Pets, Women

Available In:
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Stone Soup
by Jan Eliot

Jan Eliot's funny and irreverent Stone Soup follows the saga of an extended, blended family, starring two working-mom 
sisters living just across the fence from each other. Val and Joan share life with their opinionated mother, a middle-school 
diva and 10-year-old tomboy, a reclusive teenage boy, a wild preschooler and his new baby sister … and of course Wally, 
the ultimate nice guy who steps into his stepdad shoes with grace amid the chaos. Working-parent hassles, preschool 
tantrums, middle-school angst, love and the single mom … it's all here in Stone Soup. 

Available In:

Available In:

Luann 
by Greg Evans 

Readers of all ages love Luann, a strip that brings to life the daily drama of being a young woman through Greg Evans' 
insightful humor and true-to-life characters. In all storylines, Evans holds Luann up as a fine example of the positive power 
cartoons can have. A proven favorite, Luann consistently ranks among the top five comic strips in newspaper reader surveys. 

Notable:  Evans won the National Cartoonists Society's 2003 Reuben Award for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, For Kids, Women

Ziggy 
by Tom Wilson & Tom II 

Ziggy's follies and Tom Wilson and Tom Wilson Jr.'s sensitivity to the foibles 
of daily life have been an inspiration to readers for 40 years, serving as an 
island of humor in a sea of trouble. Ziggy appeals to a basic and universal 
need to take things less seriously and have a little laugh at ourselves.

Frequency: Daily

Categories: Family, Men, 
Pets, Women

*Available in Spanish

*Available in Spanish

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Women
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Alley Oop 
by Jack and Carole Bender 

This classic caveman comic strip, created in 1933 by V.T. Hamlin, revolves around the irrepressible Alley Oop, who travels from 
prehistoric Moo all the way to the 21st century in his friend Doc Wonmug's time machine. Other favorite regulars in the strip 
include King Guz and Queen Umpa of Moo, Wonmug's assistants Oscar and Ava, and Alley Oop's girlfriend, Ooola. 

Notable:  Alley Oop has stood the test of time, staying relevant for more than 75 years.

COMIC STRIPS A-Z
9 Chickweed Lane 
by Brooke McEldowney 

A rarity in the comics, 9 Chickweed Lane spotlights music and dance with superb artistry that complements Brooke  
McEldowney's strong-minded characters. A popular comic strip about three generations of family, 9 Chickweed Lane features 
compelling stories, flights of fancy and an intuitive grasp of all kinds of relationships. 

Notable:  Named Best Newspaper Strip by the National Cartoonists Society in 2006. The strip has received two Genesis Award 
Commendations for animal rights issues.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

Available In:

Adam@Home 
by Brian Basset 

Welcome to the new way to work. Follow this hilarious yet true-to-life work-at-home dad, Adam, as he deals with job 
deadlines, minivan support groups, sibling arguments and marital bliss while chasing down overnight delivery trucks and 
searching for the perfect latte. 

Notable:  For more than 25 years, Adam@Home has been a fixture in newspapers, providing a comedic portrait of Adam  
Newman, a man of the times whose endearing experiences in life mirror our own.

Frequency: Daily
Categories:  Family, Men, Women

Available In:

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, Men, Women

*Available in Spanish
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by Jimmy Johnson 

Arlo and Janis is about a couple of '60s kids trying to keep a youthful outlook on life as they enter middle age. A warm, 
offbeat family comedy with an adult perspective.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Available In:

Baldo 
by Hector Cantu and Carlos Castellanos 

Featuring Latino characters and themes, Baldo focuses on the exploits of teenager Baldo Bermudez and his family. Baldo 
provides a humorous look at the Latino experience and lets readers remember what it was like to be young in America. 

Betty 
by Gary Delainey and Gerry Rasmussen 

Betty is a smart, savvy character who is unapologetically ordinary, happy and female. Betty is a truly modern working woman.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Women 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Latin Appeal 

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

The Born Loser 
by Chip Sansom 

The Born Loser began in 1965 as a strip with no central characters that revolved around the loser theme. Gradually, it  
developed into the comic we see today, starring lovable loser Brutus Thornapple, his family and neighbors.

Notable:  Six-time National Cartoonists Society (NCS) award nominee. Named Best Humor Strip by the NCS in 1987 and 1990. 

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, Men, Women
*Available in Spanish
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COMIC STRIPS A-Z

Cow and Boy 
by Mark Leinkes 

Cow and Boy explores the unlikely friendship of a boy and his cow. This beautifully drawn, strikingly funny strip stars Billy, a  
regular boy who enjoys fishing, biking and hanging out with his best friend Cow, who just happens to have four  
stomachs and a set of udders. 

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Family, Men, Pets, Women

Available In:

The Buckets 
by Greg Cravens 

The Buckets offers a realistic snapshot of modern family life: the worries, the mayhem and the often-overlooked rewards. 
Examining everyday chaos with a healthy sense of humor, it strikes a chord with parents who juggle the many demands and 
the mild insanity of raising a family today.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Drabble 
by Kevin Fagan 

Over the past two decades, the Drabble family has tickled readers' funny bones with outrageous antics. Kevin Fagan's 
lighthearted family strip chronicles the zany mishaps of his offbeat characters, especially goofball college student Norman 
Drabble and his donut-eating father, Ralph.  

Notable:  Drabble has multiple books and a greeting card line.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Available In:
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by Glenn McCoy  
Once upon a time, there was a duplex where a young bachelor named Eno and his dog, Fang, shared an ultra-macho haven 
of beer, snacks, power tools and male-bonding. Suddenly, their lives turned co-ed when Gina and her poodle, Mitzi, moved 
into the other half of their building, putting Eno's and Fang's chauvinistic natures at odds. The Duplex is a dichotomy of bath 
salts and sports balms, with only a four-inch slab of drywall separating the two.

Notable:  National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip, 2004.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Pets

The Elderberries 
by Corey Pandolph 

Set in a retirement community, The Elderberries follows the exploits of five multidimensional friends who spice up their 
day-to-day lives with covert field trips, practical jokes and dueling wordplay. The Elderberries addresses the bittersweet 
and comedic elements of aging with warmth, wisdom and humor (lots of humor).

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

F Minus
by Tony Carrillo

F Minus is a profoundly funny comic that was chosen by more than 200,000 college students as the winner of the "mtvU 
Strips" contest. Providing daily hilarity since May 2005, F Minus is a strip short on life lessons, precious moments and pearls 
of wisdom. Instead, it tackles life's serious issues, pins them to the ground and steals their lunch money. Then it feels a little 
bit guilty and gives some of it back.

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Panel nominee, 2007.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com
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COMIC STRIPS A-Z

Frank & Ernest 
by Thaves 

Frank & Ernest stars Frank and Ernest, playful punsters with the ability to appear as any person, place or thing in any time pe-
riod. The constant element is the pair's "frank and earnest" iconoclastic attitude. Frank & Ernest is read by more than 25 million 
people every day, making it one of today's most popular comics.

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Panel 1983, 1984 and 1986. Bob Thaves' Frank and Ernest 
also won the Mencken Award for Free Speech, and was recognized by the American Creativity Association in 2006.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, Men, Women

Available In:

Ferd'nand 
by Henrik Rehr 

Ferd'nand is the classic "silent" comic strip, starring a wide-eyed cherubic mime, his wife, son and dog. From circus performer 
to bank cashier to orchestra conductor, Ferd'nand has spent almost six decades as the pantomiming protagonist of middle- 
class life. A timeless classic with universal appeal, Ferd'nand was originally created in 1937 by Danish film animator Henning 
Dahl Mikkelsen. 

Notable: Ferd'nand is one of the 10 longest-running comic strips still in syndication. 

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Classic, Family, Latin Appeal, 
Men, Women

Family Tree 
by Signe Wilkinson 

Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial cartoonist Signe Wilkinson brings her unique style and famous irreverence to the comics  
page with Family Tree, a sophisticated contemporary family comedy. Ames, Maggie, Twig and Teddy Tree are living green –  
but modern family life could prove to be a bigger challenge than saving the planet.  

Notable:  Signe Wilkinson is the first female cartoonist to win the Pulitzer Prize for editorial cartooning.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

*Available in Spanish

*Available in Spanish
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by Jef Mallett 

Frazz follows the adventures of an unexpected role model: Edwin "Frazz" Frazier, an elementary school janitor who's also a 
Renaissance man. He's a trusted authority figure who is every kid's buddy. He took the janitor's job while he was a  
struggling songwriter, and when he finally sold a hit song, he decided to stay on at school.  

Notable: Frazz won a Wilbur Award from the Religion Communicators Council in 2003 and 2005 for excellence in  
communicating values and ethics.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Freshly Squeezed 
by Ed Stein 

Freshly Squeezed is a refreshing look at newfound family togetherness after the economic collapse. Liz and Sam have it all: 
a happy marriage, a precocious pre-teen son, and a house that's just the right size for the three of them. Then, Liz's parents 
move in. Can three generations of one family share their lives, their feelings, their dwindling fortunes and a bathroom? 

Notable: Ed Stein has won multiple awards for both cartooning and journalism, including the Scripps Howard National  
Journalism Award. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Available In:

Fred Basset 
by Alex Graham 

Fred is an adorable dog, a typical English character. He's courteous, considerate and well-mannered. This little basset hound 
will give a classic touch to any comics page. 

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, For Kids, Pets
*Available in Spanish
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COMIC STRIPS A-Z
The Fusco Brothers 
by J.C. Duffy 

The Fusco Brothers features the four Fusco bachelors, Lance, Rolf, Lars and Al, along with Lance's girlfriend, Gloria, and Axel, the  
Fuscos' faithful wolverine. These wacky characters shock and delight readers with their off-the-wall antics and verbal acrobatics.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

Available In:

Garfield Minus Garfield 
by Paws, Inc. 

Garfield Minus Garfield removes Garfield from the Garfield comic strips in order to reveal the existential angst of a certain 
young Mr. Jon Arbuckle. It is a journey deep into the mind of an isolated young everyman as he fights a losing battle against 
loneliness and depression in a quiet American suburb. 

Frequency: 3x/week
Categories: Family, Men

Ginger Meggs 
by Jason Chatfield 

Ginger Meggs brings readers the adventures of a young, red-haired, freckle-faced kid who is wise beyond his years.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, For Kids

*Available in Spanish
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by Steve Breen and Mike Thompson 

Grand Avenue follows the antics of an energetic pair of fraternal twins being raised by their grandmother. 

Notable:  Created by 2009 Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial cartoonist Steve Breen and 2009 Pulitzer finalist Mike Thompson.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com

Heart of the City 
by Mark Tatulli 

Follow the antics of Heart, the precocious yet endearing young star of Mark Tatulli's Heart of the City. Growing up in Philly 
with her single mom, Heart encounters endless challenges, from homework avoidance to adventures with her best friend 
Dean, not to mention the lectures she gets from Mrs. Angelini! Heart's a little girl with a big imagination, and she's sure to 
warm your heart and make you laugh.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, , For Kids, Women

The Grizzwells 
by Bill Schorr 

For a family strip with bite, you can't do better than The Grizzwells by Bill Schorr. The strip features a four-bear family of 
grizzlies. In creating The Grizzwells, Schorr wanted to do a simple family-oriented strip: "Since human characters dominate 
most of my editorial cartoons, I didn't want to draw them in my strip as well. My younger daughter has been collecting 
bears forever and she thought bears would be perfect subject matter."

Available In:

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Family, Men, Pets, Women

*Available in Spanish
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COMIC STRIPS A-Z

Jump Start 
by Robb Armstrong 

Jump Start offers an authentic, positive representation of middle-class African Americans. Joe and Marcy Cobb are a young 
African-American couple trying to balance their careers – he's a police officer, she's a nurse – with a loving marriage and warm 
family life shared with their young daughter Sunny, toddler son Jojo, and twins Tommi and Teddy.

Notable:  Jump Start appears in more than 400 newspapers, including The Los Angeles Times, The New York Daily News and  
The Boston Globe.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Available In:

Ink Pen 
by Phil Dunlap 

A behind-the-scenes look at the world of comics, where a cartoon-character employment agency supplies the talent. You'll 
meet superheroes, talking animals, comic strip kids who think like graduate students, insecure archenemies and more – all  
in search of gainful employment!

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Business & Finance, Men, Pets

Available In:

In the Sticks 
by Nathan Cooper 

Failed golf professional Del has just inherited The Blooming Dogleg Country Club from a distant relative. Lucky him, right? 
But upon his arrival, Del finds the place in a state of disrepair and being run by Dewey, Cosmo and Flip, a trio of woodland 
animals diverse in species, work ethic and even political opinion. Del and his newfound friends may not always see eye-to-
eye, but they're all doing their part to bring The Blooming Dogleg back to its past glory. 

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Business & Finance, Family,  
Men, Pets, Women 
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by Keith Knight 

The Knight Life is a hilariously twisted view of life through the eyes and pen of its creator, community-oriented urban 
hipster and award-winning cartoonist Keith Knight. The Knight Life deftly blends political insight and neurotic humor in 
a uniquely fluid and dynamic style, offering a comic strip that's fresh, sharp, topical and funny.

Notable:  Keith Knight won the 2010 Inkpot Award, the 2006 and 2007 Glyph Awards, and the 2007 Harvey Award for 
Best Comic Strip (for The K Chronicles).

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Political, Women

La Cucaracha 
by Lalo Alcaraz

La Cucaracha is a unique strip that provides a view of the world through the sharp, satiric lens of its young Latino characters 
and the fertile mind of acclaimed creator Lalo Alcaraz. Growing up on the U.S./Mexico border gave Lalo a dual outlook on 
life. He's not Mexican enough for his relatives in Mexico, and not American enough for some in the U.S.A. It's this double-
edged "Spanglish" attitude that fuels the jalapeño-biting satirical observations in his daily comic strip.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Latin Appeal, Men, Women

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Lola 
by Todd Clark 

Lola, an independent woman in her late 70s, is widowed and living with her son and his family. Her unique view of life is 
matched only by her fierce independence, wicked sense of humor, and blunt but often heartwarming honesty. Everyone's 
grandma may not be as witty as Lola, a sharpshooter who's busy living life to the fullest and making sure everyone else  
does, too.

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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Mutt and Jeff 
by Bud Fisher 

One of the classics, having started in the San Francisco Chronicle almost 100 years ago. Mutt and Jeff has become part of our 
cultural vocabulary, and the strip continues to attract audiences around the world who appreciate clean, straightforward 
humor that doesn't depend on local cultural awareness.

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip (Humor), 1968.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, For Kids, Family, Men,  
Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Available In:

Monty 
by Jim Meddick 

Monty spoofs suburbia, trashes tacky TV shows and offers absurdist commentary on everything from hosing down spider 
monkeys to the latest conspiracy theory. "I've tried to create the comic strip equivalent of 'Monty Python's Flying Circus,'" says 
Jim Meddick. "The name 'Monty' is a nod to the influence that show had on my humor. In my cartoon, just about anything can 
happen – this way, the ideas and characters always stay fresh."

Notable:  National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Strip, 2008. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

*Available in Spanish

Nancy 
by Guy and Brad Gilchrist 

Nancy was created by Ernie Bushmiller in the 1930s. Since 1995, the strip has been drawn and written in Bushmiller's classic 
style by Guy and Brad Gilchrist. Nancy is famed for its gentle humor and surrealistic sight gags. She remains a devoted friend 
to her pal Sluggo, and can be, depending on the situation, a conceited prima donna or a fun-loving, cute and cheeky little girl.

Notable: Bushmiller won the National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Humor Strip in 1961 and the National Cartoonists 
Society Reuben Award for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year in 1976.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, For Kids, Family, Men,  
Women

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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by Michael Fry and T. Lewis 

Over the Hedge takes a freshly skewed look at suburban living from the perspective of the animals who lived there first.  
The strip stars RJ, a mischievous raccoon, and Verne, his sensitive best-buddy turtle. Together they fight to save their  
wooded wonderland from the evils of encroaching suburbia, but end up becoming distracted by widescreen TVs,  
discarded fast food containers and the fun of wreaking havoc on the local homeowners' association.

Notable: Over the Hedge hit the silver screen in May 2006 and was a major hit with audiences around the globe. The Dream-
Works computer-animated feature film raked in $335 million at the box office worldwide, and DVD sales continue to mount.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Pets, Women

Overboard 
by Chip Dunham 

Discover the sensitive side of plundering and pillaging through the misadventures of this clever crew of shipboard mal-
contents, incompetents and laggards. Aided by their loyal canine companions and a well-organized army of mice, Captain 
Crow and his fierce band of pirates do battle on the high seas with rival pirates, sea monsters, and sometimes each other. 

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Pets

*Available in Spanish

Prickly City 
by Scott Stantis 

Prickly City centers around the friendship between a coyote pup named Winslow and a young girl named Carmen. Carmen 
is a feisty Libertarian-conservative, while Winslow is a coyote with political aspirations.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Pets, Women
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Rip Haywire 
by Dan Thompson 

Rip Haywire is a soldier of fortune, a contemporary adventure hero in the classic mold: a brave, square-jawed man of honor 
who lives for danger. He's also a bit of a lug. Rip Haywire is an action-packed, silly send-up of the adventure comic that takes 
readers on a roller-coaster ride across the globe and shows how even studly mercenaries get yelled at by their mothers.

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Family, Men, Pets, Women

Available In:

Rudy Park
by Darrin Bell and Theron Heir  
Rudy Park is the story of a modern family connected not by blood, but by something much more powerful: caffeine. These 
friends, misfits and latte addicts – like many Americans in search of connection – find their sense of community at a café.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Soup to Nutz 
by Rick Stromoski 

The Nutz family is definitely not the Cleavers, the Waltons or the Bradys. But you'll undoubtedly recognize them anyway. Most 
likely, they're a lot like the family you grew up in ... where the battle for the last chicken leg is comparable to the Battle of Bull 
Run, "sibling rivalry" is putting it mildly, and "family values" usually refers to a coupon book. Soup to Nutz by Rick Stromoski 
stars hard-working Roy Nutz, his loving wife, Pat, and their battling brood – sons Roy-boy and Andrew, daughter Babs and  
rambunctious dog Rosco.

Notable: Rick Stromoski has won four Louie Awards for outstanding greeting card design. He has been nominated for his  
illustration work by the National Cartoonists Society 12 times and was awarded the division award for Best Greeting Cards  
in 1995 and 1998, and for Magazine Gag Cartoons in 1999.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women
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For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com

Tank McNamara 
by Jeff Millar and Bill Hinds 

Celebrate the absurdity in big-time athletics through the eyes of the comic pages' favorite sportscaster, Tank McNamara.  
Jeff Millar and Bill Hinds take the sports world to task with their hilarious lampoons of the latest sports headlines and  
the ever-popular Sports Jerk of the Year contest. Sports fans quickly become devoted readers.

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Awards for Best Sports Cartoons in 1986 and New Media in 2000.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Sports

Tarzan 
by Edgar Rice Burroughs 

The famous jungle man created by Edgar Rice Burroughs is one of the most widely known characters in modern fiction, 
having appeared in books, in movies and on television. A legendary hero, Tarzan enjoys the distinction of being in the first 
adventure comic strip, the first continuity strip and the first strip to appeal to generation after generation.  

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, Men, Women
*Available in Spanish

Thatababy
by Paul Trap

Thatababy's philosophy can be summed up quite neatly: to keep his parents on their toes. This new comic strip stars – well, 
a baby, of course, and the mother and father in charge of raising him.  Thatababy's premise is as fun and instantly accessible 
as its crisp, colorful art: It's a baby's job to drive his parents crazy.

Notable: Finalist and runner-up in the Amazon Comic Strip Superstar contest that ran on Amazon.com in the fall of 2009.   
Thatababy received glowing reviews from the contest's celebrity panel of judges.

Available In:

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, For Kids, Men, 
Women
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Bad Reporter
by Don Asmussen

Bad Reporter is a satirical large-format cartoon that uses news headlines 
combined with cartoons and photos to lampoon the latest trends, politicians 
and news events. From politics to pop culture, Asmussen's strip satirizes the 
ridiculous news stories in America that are almost too funny to be true.

Notable: Don Asmussen hails from the San Francisco Chronicle, where the 
strip was originally created and gained a large, loyal following. 

Frequency: 2x/week
Categories: Alternative, Men, Special Format

Biographic
by Steve McGarry

Biographic provides teen readers with the information that they crave about the 
stars they love. It combines Steve McGarry's bold, realistic artwork with succinct 
biographies of popular stars such as Cee Lo Green, Steven Tyler, Gwen Stefani 
and others. Biographic is a quick, fun read, with each strip providing unique 
insight into the life of a specific celebrity.

Notable:  Steve McGarry was named the National Cartoonists Society 2002 
Newspaper Illustrator of the Year.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Family, Men, Special Format, Women

COMIC PANELS A-Z

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Brevity
by Guy Endore-Kaiser and Rodd Perry

Brevity is sharply intelligent, amusingly idiosyncratic and uproariously funny. 
It is a chronicle of human folly – a look at how silly people can really be.

Notable:  Multiple top-selling books and calendars.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

*Also available in comic strip format
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by Mike Baldwin

How do you react when you're cornered? Talk your way out, prepare for  
battle or insist you're just fine and dandy? Mike Baldwin's Cornered characters 
reflect the full spectrum of these reactions – all while doing their very best to 
be taken seriously. From dark to light to blindingly brilliant, the results  
delight, amuse or even confuse – but it's well worth the risk. No one's ever 
lost an eye reading Cornered (aside from one reader who got WAAAY too 
close – you know who you are). In the end, it's discovering the inconvenient 
truth of being Cornered that sets you free.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Business, Men

Available In:

Available In:

The Dinette Set
by Julie Larson

The Dinette Set is a delightfully wacky single-panel comic that satirizes 
middle- class culture, juxtaposing thought-provoking observations with 
funny, absurdist background imagery. Adding to The Dinette Set's whimsical 
charm is Larson's recent inclusion of a "find-it" word or object for readers to 
uncover, embedded within the elaborately illustrated panel. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

The Flying McCoys
by Glenn and Gary McCoy

Gary and Glenn McCoy's delightfully absurd comic panel takes superheroes, 
office humor, huggable animals and twisted relationships, blending them in 
a bizarre marriage of Gary Larson, The New Yorker, Conan O'Brien and Mad 
Magazine. Both award-winning humorists and cartoonists, this duo creates 
a one-of-a-kind comic panel.

Notable: Both Glenn and Gary have received multiple nominations and 
awards from the National Cartoonists Society, including the 2010 Awards  
for Best Panel Cartoon and Gag Cartoons.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

Available In:
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Graffiti
by Gene Mora

Graffiti is a witty play on words with a clever, often ironic message. "Graffiti is like the final 
panel of a cartoon strip, only it implies what has gone before, and sometimes even after,  
without the reader literally seeing the other panels," says creator Gene Mora.

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Men, Women Available In:

Health Capsules
by Bron Smith

Health Capsules is a unique Q&A panel that combines useful information with cartoon  
illustrations to answer readers' questions about general health topics. Created in 1961  
by Dr. Michael Petti, M.D. and illustrator Jud Hurd, Health Capsules began as an effort to 
educate people about common health myths. The topics cover everything from long-
established medical facts to the most recent discoveries in medical research. 

Notable: A published author, illustrator and children's entertainer for more than 30 years,  
Smith has written and illustrated dozens of books. 

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Family, Men, Women

Available In:

Herman
by Jim Unger

One of the most innovative comics of all time, Herman is the groundbreaking 
offbeat humor panel created by Jim Unger. Unger retired in 1992. In 1997, 
Herman returned to syndication with a mix of classic strip reprints and  
occasional new material.

Notable:  National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Panel, 
1982 and 1987.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, Men, Women 

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

*Available in Spanish
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by Steve Moore

Whatever your athletic interest – golf, baseball, running or basketball – and 
whether you haven't picked up a ball since high school or you're a serious 
sports fanatic, everyone can see the humor and irony highlighted by In the 
Bleachers. Steve Moore helps us laugh at ourselves and those in the  
professional spotlight by drawing attention to the comedy of sports.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Sports Available In:

KidCity
by Steve McGarry

Written and illustrated by Steve McGarry, KidCity is 
designed to familiarize school-aged children with 
different parts of the newspaper. Based on material 
created by the Sesame Street Workshop publishing 
group, KidCity is written for kids 6 to 12 years old and 
is designed to engage them on the comics page with 
puzzles, activities, scavenger hunts and trivia. 

Notable:  Voted Best Newspaper Illustrator by the 
National Cartoonists Society in 2003, Steve McGarry is 
also the only  
non-Australian ever to win the Australian Cartoonists 
Association's prestigious Stanley Award.

Available In:

Frequency: Sunday only
Categories: Family, For Kids

KidSpot    
by Dick Rogers

Designed to challenge young readers, KidSpot provides a daily puzzle in 
a variety of formats, including crosswords, connect-the-dots, rebuses and 
compare-the-pictures. KidSpot makes a great addition to any comics section.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: For Kids

Available In:
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Kit 'N' Carlyle
by Larry Wright

Kit is a single working woman, Carlyle is her spunky, mischievous kitten, and  
their lives together provide the humor for the daily panel Kit 'N' Carlyle.

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Family, Men, Pets, Women 

Available In:

Merlin's World of Marvels
by Ian Anderson 
Merlin's World of Marvels presents a weekly sampling of interesting, 
true facts from around the world. Great for kids and young adults. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: For Kids, International Available In:

Magic in a Minute   
by Mac and Bill King

Kids love magic, and now that excitement can be found 
in a fun kids' comic strip featuring easy-to-learn magic 
tricks and bright, cheerful illustrations. Since 2000, 
world-renowned magician Mac King has been wowing 
audiences with "The Mac King Comedy Magic Show" in 
Las Vegas. Now, along with artist Bill King, he is teaching 
fans a few timeless magic tricks.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, For Kids

Available In:
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by Jeff Stahler

"Moderately Confused is an extension of my daily thinking routine," says Jeff 
Stahler. "I'm used to observing the front pages of the news and commenting 
with a cartoon. But every day, the rest of the paper tracks the culture, and all 
of those stories are rich for commentary, too. This panel gives me an outlet 
for observing those back pages of the paper that I enjoy reading as well." 

Notable: Jeff Stahler's Moderately Confused was a finalist for the National  
Cartoonists Society Award for Best Cartoon Panel in 2005.

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Men, Women Available In:

Real Life Adventures
by Gary Wise and Lance Aldrich

Real Life Adventures is the kind of art that sort of imitates life. It is a celebration of 
the banal by two truly mundane fellows, Lance Aldrich and Gary Wise. It's about 
stomach noises in business meetings, bugs in your porch light and trying to 
extract a single hanger from the closet.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Business & Finance, Men, Women

Available In:

off the mark
by Mark Parisi

Mark Parisi's comic panel off the mark hits a bull's-eye with slightly skewed  
humor and a twisted look at the little things we take for granted. It is a world  
of scheming pets, evil computers and talking plants that puts an ironic,  
absurd or just plain silly spin on the ordinary occurrences of everyday life. 

Notable: National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper Panel, 2009.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Family, Men, Women Available In:

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com
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Shortcuts
by Jeff Harris

Shortcuts by Jeff Harris is a compelling feature that mixes bold, 
colorful artwork with fun, interesting facts to create a kids' page 
that actually entertains as it educates. Created by Harris, an 
artist and educator, each Shortcuts feature is devoted to a single 
subject, offering mini-lessons on science, geography, animals, 
food, history and holidays. The vibrant illustrations are balanced 
with well-researched information delivered in a kid-friendly 
style by five contemporary, multicultural comic characters.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Family, For Kids,  
Special Format

COMIC PANELS A-Z

Available In:

Available In:

Ripley's Believe It or Not!
by John Graziano

Ripley's Believe It or Not!, one of the longest-running comic panels in history, 
continues to fascinate readers with unbelievable facts from around the world. 
Currently illustrated by John Graziano, the panel gives readers a view of the 
unusual that earned originator Robert Ripley his fame. Ripley traveled all over 
the world to find the strange tidbits for his Believe It or Not! books  
and comic strip.  

Notable: These fascinating panels are read every day in nearly 40 countries.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Classic, Family, For Kids, Men, Women  

*Available in Spanish

Reality Check
by Dave Whamond

Cartoonist Dave Whamond offers an offbeat view of the world in Reality Check, 
which exposes the hidden hilarity in everyday situations. A thoroughly wacky 
look at life, Reality Check appears in newspapers nationwide. 

"I just frame some of the silliness of everyday life in the comic and invite people 
to take a double-take – to look at life from another angle," explains Whamond.  
"Reality Check is more a state of mind than anything else. The characters could 
be people you know – maybe even a bit of yourself – but the names have been 
changed to protect the innocent."

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Men, Women

Available In:
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Tom the Dancing Bug
by Ruben Bolling

A unique hybrid of editorial and comic strip cartooning, Tom the Dancing Bug  
tackles a wide range of subject matter, including political and social com-
mentary. The cartoon has won critical raves – Rolling Stone magazine named 
it Hot Comic Strip of the Year, and Details magazine called it a rarity among 
alternative weekly comic strips: well-drawn, laugh-out-loud funny. 

Notable: Tom the Dancing Bug won the Association of Alternative Newspapers 
Award for Best Cartoon in alternative newspapers in 2002, 2003, 2007, 2008 
and 2009. It has also been nominated for a Harvey Award for Best Comic Strip.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Alternative, Men, Special Format,  
Women 

Available In:

You Can With Beakman and Jax
by Jok Church 
Kids are naturally curious about the world around them. You Can 
With Beakman and Jax rewards curiosity with at-home experiments 
that enable kids to discover the answers to all kinds of questions.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Family, For Kids, Special Format, Sunday Only

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Uncle Art's Funland
by Art Nugent

Uncle Art's Funland provides educational entertainment for 
kids of all ages. Jokes, word and math games, connect the dots, 
optical illusions and crosswords are just some of the puzzles 
found in this weekly feature. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: For Kids

Available In:





Editorial Cartoons and commentary  
representing the most celebrated and  

esteemed opinions in the industry.
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PULITZER PRIZE WINNERS

Tony Auth
Pulitzer Prize-winner Tony Auth has been an editorial cartoonist for The 
Philadelphia Inquirer since 1971. Cartooning icon Jules Feiffer described 
Auth best: "His perspective is that of a bemused and often angry comic 
historian. Irony, never a favorite form with Americans, is his meat and 
potatoes. He is not smug, and though he can be mean, he is never 
mean-spirited. Auth is a moralist and an optimist."

Notable: Tony Auth has won numerous awards, including the 2005  
Herblock Prize for editorial cartooning and the Thomas Nast Prize in 
2002. In addition, he has won five Overseas Press Club Awards and the 
Sigma Delta Chi Award for Distinguished Service in Journalism.

Frequency: 3x/week
Slant: Left-Middle 

Available In:

National Perspective
by David Shribman

David Shribman's weekly National Perspective column takes a decidedly 
apolitical view of American politics. Mixing historical analysis with his 
keen journalistic insight, Shribman makes sense of the chaotic world of 
Washington, D.C. Covering everything from health care to presidential 
history, Shribman's National Perspective is a must-read for anyone who 
wants an unvarnished take on the state of the U.S. government. 

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Middle

Available In:

As I See It
by Cynthia Tucker

Pulitzer Prize-winning commentator Cynthia Tucker creates columns 
that consistently tackle the toughest subjects with the reasoned  
analysis and thoughtful opinions that have made her popular as a 
print journalist as well as a frequent contributor on television news 
and political shows. After 18 years as The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 
editorial page editor, Tucker relocated to Washington, D.C., in July 
2009. From there she contributes weekly columns on nationally  
relevant topics and issues.

Notable: In 2007 Cynthia Tucker won the Pulitzer for her courageous, 
clear-headed columns that evince a strong sense of morality and  
persuasive knowledge of the community. She was also a Pulitzer  
Prize finalist in 2004 and 2006.

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Left

Available In:
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Ben Sargent
Pulitzer Prize-winner Ben Sargent has been drawing truth to power in 
his trademark crosshatch style since 1974. This proud Texan takes aim 
with a unique style that never fails to hit its target.

Notable: During his long career as editorial cartoonist at the Austin 
American-Statesman, Sargent twice won the Best of Cox award for 
editorial cartooning, the Free Press Association's Mencken Award, the 
Common Cause of Texas public service award in journalism and many 
other honors in addition to the Pulitzer. He's also a past president of 
the Association of American Editorial Cartoonists.

Frequency: 2x/week
Slant: Left-Middle

Pat Oliphant
Deemed "the most influential cartoonist now working" by The New 
York Times, Pat Oliphant occupies a unique position among today's 
editorial cartoonists: Widely considered the dean of the profession, 
he is one of its sharpest, most daring practitioners. A master of  
what he calls "confrontational art," Oliphant's work spares neither  
liberal nor conservative, sinner nor saint. As the most widely  
syndicated political cartoonist in the world and a winner of the 
Pulitzer Prize, he produces work that is as visually stunning as it is 
metaphorically powerful. 

Notable:  Oliphant has been the recipient of numerous other awards 
in addition to the Pulitzer, including two Reuben Awards and a Best 
Editorial Cartoonist Award from the National Cartoonists Society, the 
Thomas Nast Prize in Germany, and the Premio Satira Politica of Italy.

Frequency: 3x/week
Slant: Left-Middle

Available In:

Tom Toles
With his singular style, Tom Toles tackles the complex issues of the day. 
This Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist skillfully targets political, eco-
nomic and social concerns – in particular, complicated environmental 
issues – with a clear-eyed precision that hits the mark every time.

Notable: Tom is the recipient of the 2011 Herblock Prize and was 
recently chosen one of "The 50 Most Powerful People in D.C." by GQ 
Magazine. In addition to winning a Pulitzer, he has been awarded The 
Wilderness Society's Aldo Leopold Award for Distinguished Editorial 
Writing, Editorial Cartoonist of the Year by "The Week," the Overseas 
Press Club Thomas Nast Award, the National Headliner Award. Toles was 
named Editorial Cartoonist of the Year in 2002 by Editor & Publisher.

Frequency: 5x/week
Slant: Left-Middle

Available In:

Available In:

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com
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Lalo Alcaraz  
This award-winning editorial cartoonist and Latino journalist captures 
the essence of the country's changing cultural and political landscape. 
Lalo Alcaraz combines sharp, elegant art with a straightforward  
message. He pulls no punches, and though his cartoons often focus  
on the struggles between the U.S. and Mexico (especially in regard  
to immigration), no target is exempt from his biting wit. 

Notable: Alcaraz is a four-time winner of the Southern California 
Journalism Award for Best Cartoon in Weekly Papers, as well as the 
Los Angeles Hispanic Public Relations Association's Premio Award for 
Excellence in Communications and the Center for the Study of Political 
Graphics "Art as a Hammer" Award.

Frequency: Weekly 
Slant: Left

Available In:

Robert Ariail    
Robert Ariail doesn't shy away from controversy. Clever and  
unpredictable, he pokes fun at  politicians on both sides of the  
political fence with his award-winning cartoons. 

Notable: Ariail won the United Nations Ranan Lurie Political Cartoon 
Award in December 2009, becoming the first American to win in the 
award's 10-year history. Ariail is also a recipient of the Overseas Press 
Club of America's 1997 Thomas Nast Award for cartoons on foreign 
affairs. He was awarded the Society of Professional Journalists' Green 
Eyeshade Award in 2001, 1997 and 1991, and was a runner-up each 
year from 1992 to1995. He won the 1992 National Society of  
Professional Journalists Award, the 1990 National Headliner Award  
and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in 1995 and 2000.

Frequency: 3-4x/week
Slant: Middle

Available In:

Matt Bors   
Matt Bors' cartoons relentlessly skewer the latest absurdities of 
American politics and culture with a vivid style and biting humor that 
have earned him a great deal of praise. Drawn! magazine editor John 
Martz says that Bors is "one of few in his field whose work redefines 
what an editorial cartoon should look like."

Frequency: 2-3x/week
Slant: Left

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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Jerry Holbert   
Staff cartoonist for the Boston Herald since 1986, Jerry Holbert creates 
witty and topical editorial cartoons that have been featured in The 
Washington Post, USA Today, National Review and numerous  
educational textbooks.

Notable: Holbert won the New England Press Association Award for 
editorial cartoons in 1999, 2001 and 2004. He also won the National 
Cartoonists Society Award for Best Editorial Cartoons in 2000.

Frequency: 3-5x/week
Slant: Right

Available In:

Stuart Carlson 
Editorial cartoonist Stuart Carlson has the unique ability to look 
at current events and bring them from that faraway place where 
news is made and into the homes and daily lives of his readers. His 
material not only targets politicians and recognizable media figures, 
but covers topics that hold up a mirror to everyday Americans and 
sends them into action, taking on the issues in their own lives.

Notable: After a 25-year career with the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 
Carlson took a buyout from the newspaper, but not before amass-
ing numerous awards. Among them are the John Fischetti Award, 
the National Press Foundation's best cartoonist award, and many 
"best cartoon of the year" honors from the Milwaukee Press Club. In 
2011, Carlson was runner-up for the National Headliner Award for 
Editorial Cartooning.

Frequency: 3x/week
Slant: Left-Middle

Available In:

Glenn McCoy  
The unabashedly conservative Glenn McCoy puts readers in the 
right state of mind. Glenn's hilariously wicked cartoons have caused 
readers to both wail and cheer – a reaction any editorial cartoonist 
longs to evoke.

Notable: The National Cartoonists Society has twice named Glenn 
McCoy the Magazine Cartoonist of the Year, as well as Editorial  
Cartoonist of the Year and Greeting Card Cartoonist of the Year.

Frequency: 3x/week
Slant: Right

Available In:
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Rob Rogers   
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette editorial cartoonist Rob Rogers has been 
creating cartoons with impact since his college days. "His is a winning 
combination of dry wit, draftsmanship and a keen understanding 
of the humorous possibilities in current events," wrote the Chicago 
Tribune about Rogers' work.

Notable: Rogers received the Overseas Press Club's 2000 Thomas Nast 
Award and the 1995 National Headliner Award, and he has won 12 
Golden Quill Awards. He was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in 1999.

Frequency: 3-5x/week
Slant: Left

Available In:

Ted Rall  
Ted Rall writes for a generation unjustly maligned as a pack of lazy 
slackers. He voices Generation X's frustration and resentment at 
the excesses of baby boomers who left a wheezing America in their 
mammoth wake. Ted's irreverent attitude and deft use of satire 
combine to make his work thought-provoking and enjoyable to read. 
His ability to connect with current culture gives his work a fresh, 
informed perspective.  

Notable: A past president of the Association of American Editorial  
Cartoonists, Ted Rall is a two-time winner of the Robert F. Kennedy  
Journalism Award and a Pulitzer Prize finalist.

Frequency: 3x/week 
Slant: Left

Henry Payne 
Henry Payne, staff editorial cartoonist for The Detroit News, creates 
sharply drawn cartoons from a conservative viewpoint. Called "the 
Thomas Nast of his time" by The National Review magazine, Payne 
is an informed journalist whose investigative writing has also made 
national headlines.

Notable: Payne has been a runner-up for both the Pulitzer Prize and 
Mencken Awards.

Frequency: 4-5x/week
Slant: Right

Available In:

Available In:
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by Tom Briscoe 

Small World is the love child of an editorial cartoon and comic strip. Dazed citizens, crazed consumers, feuding politicians 
and talking roaches populate its panels. Tom Briscoe's hilarious strip covers subjects from politics to pop culture to hating 
cats. Due to the bipartisan nature of being boneheaded, Small World is guaranteed to never run out of things to make fun of.

Jeff Stahler  
Editorial cartoonist for The Columbus Dispatch, Jeff Stahler draws 
gleeful satisfaction from his job on "those days when I can load my 
ink cannon with fodder faster than I can fire it." His editorial cartoons 
appear every week in USA Today and are frequently reprinted in major 
magazines and newspapers, including Newsweek and The New York 
Times.

Notable: Stahler was a finalist for the National Cartoonists Society's 
1999 award for Best Editorial Cartoons and has won numerous  
national and local awards, including first place in the 1990 John  
Fischetti Editorial Cartoon Competition.

Frequency: 5x/week
Slant: Left

Available In:

Ed Stein  
Ed Stein's humor is more wry than angry. Unlike many cartoonists,  
he rarely targets politicians, but prefers to do cartoons that comment 
on how current events affect the lives of average people. When he 
does go after a political figure, Stein goes for a slow torture. He  
describes his approach as "going for the capillary, death by a  
thousand paper cuts." 

Notable: Ed Stein is the recipient of the Scripps Howard National  
Journalism Award, 1999; Special Category Award for Cartoons  
Relating to September 11 and Honorable Mention, Fischetti  
Editorial Cartoon Competition, 2002; John Fischetti Award for  
Editorial Cartooning, 2007.

Frequency: 2x/week
Slant: Left

Available In:

Available In:

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Middle
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Win, Lose & Drew
by Drew Litton    
In Win, Lose & Drew, Chicago Tribune cartoonist Drew Litton satirically 
slam-dunks one of America's greatest passions – sports.

Notable: In 1994, the National Cartoonists Society honored Drew  
Litton with a Reuben award as the nation's best sports cartoonist.

Frequency: 2x/week
Slant: Middle

Kerry Waghorn 
If an image is worth a thousand words, no one says it more eloquently than 
master caricaturist Kerry Waghorn. Drawn (no pun intended) from the headlines, 
Waghorn creates full-color illustrations each week of the major players on the 
world stage, from political figures to corporate bigwigs, sports heroes and  
entertainment icons. No face is safe from the scrutiny of Waghorn's pen.

Frequency: 3x/week
Slant: Middle

EDITORIAL CARTOONS A-Z

Available In:

Matt Wuerker 
Politico cartoonist and illustrator Matt Wuerker offers a rich visual style 
and keen eye on the political circus, served up in cartoons that are not 
just funny, but also artful.

Notable: Wuerker was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in 2009 and again 
in 2010. In April 2010 he was awarded the Herblock Prize for editorial 
cartooning at the Library of Congress. He won the National Press  
Foundation's Berryman Award for editorial cartooning in November 
of 2010.

Frequency: 3x/week
Slant: Left

Available In:

Available In:
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EDITORIAL COMMENTARY A-Z
Donna Brazile 
A household name inside and outside the Beltway, Donna Brazile delivers her Washington insight 
and political savvy in a weekly column. Brazile provides a valued and informed opinion, drawing on 
her vast experience as a political strategist, journalist and educator.

Notable: Brazile has received numerous awards and honors, including being named one of  
Washingtonian Magazine's 100 Most Powerful Women and one of Essence Magazine's 50 Most  
Powerful Women.   

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Left

Available In:

Ann Coulter
Love her or loathe her, you can't be neutral about Ann Coulter. She pushes all the right buttons to  
infuriate liberals and delight conservatives. Her political commentary on current issues, featuring 
her trademark hard-right tilt, is full of sarcasm and hyperbole, but also cogent reasonings. She takes 
great glee in pushing the envelope and making mountains out of molehills, all the while backing her 
occasionally outrageous claims with wit and solid legal knowledge. Coulter loves this quote from the 
English newspaper The Guardian: "She has succeeded in driving to fury U.S. liberals, the people she 
baits for sport." She has high visibility because of her frequent TV appearances (The Tonight Show, The 
Today Show, The O'Reilly Factor and other Fox talk shows), her best-selling books and her speaking 
tours. 

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Right

Available In:

Maggie Gallagher
Author, advocate and nationally syndicated columnist Maggie Gallagher is perhaps best known for  
her sharp, right-leaning analysis of social trends and conditions in the United States and abroad.  
Gallagher's boldly stated opinions provoke interest and discussions among readers. As a leading 
voice in the emerging marriage movement, with a strong conservative voice, she tackles the hottest 
social issues of the day.

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Right 

Available In:

Georgie Anne Geyer
What do Yasser Arafat, Shimon Peres, Anwar Sadat, Fidel Castro, Saddam Hussein, Moammar  
Gadhafi and the Ayatollah Khomeini have in common? They all have been interviewed by foreign 
correspondent Georgie Anne Geyer. For 40 years, Geyer has delivered distinctive foreign  
commentary from an impressive variety of fronts. Geyer's intuition, backed by her knowledge  
of five languages, worldwide contacts and voracious historical research, distinguishes her as a  
foremost authority on global politics. 

Frequency: 2x/week
Slant: Middle

Available In:

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com
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EDITORIAL COMMENTARY A-Z
Donald Lambro
Donald Lambro delivers intelligent, conservative commentary in his twice-weekly column. One of the 
most frequently quoted political reporters in Washington, Lambro has interviewed the major political 
leaders of our time and has covered numerous presidential campaigns. He has written widely about 
the government, the economy and social issues.

Notable: In 1981, the Conservative PAC awarded Don Lambro the "Outstanding Journalist Award" for 
his book Fat City. In 1995, he won the Warren Brookes Award for Excellence in Journalism.  

Frequency: 2x/week
Slant: Right

Available In:

Kathryn Jean Lopez
Kathryn Jean Lopez, editor of National Review Online, writes a weekly column of conservative political 
and social commentary. She writes frequently on bioethics, religion, feminism, education and  
congressional politics, among other topics.

Notable:  In 2002, Kathryn Jean Lopez was awarded the Center for Military Readiness Spotlight Award  
for national-defense coverage. In 2003, she was named a "Remarkable Pro-Life Woman" by Feminists  
for Life.

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Right

Available In:

Gene Lyons 
Gene Lyons is a National Magazine Award winner and columnist for the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette. 
A Southerner with a liberal viewpoint, Lyons comments on politics and national issues with a distinct 
voice and a no-nonsense approach. 

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Left

Available In:

Richard Reeves  
Presidential biographer Richard Reeves has a solid grounding in American history, which allows him to 
report today's news with a perspective shaped by the events of the past. Reeves is a shrewd and  
conversational observer of the power players in contemporary American life. 

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Middle-Left

Available In:

Cokie Roberts and Steven V. Roberts
Cokie and Steve Roberts' weekly commentary column offers a clear-headed analysis of national and  
international issues. Married for more than four decades, these pre-eminent journalists discuss issues 
from their perspective as reporters, Washington insiders, and also as  
parents and working professionals. 

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Middle

Available In:
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by Nat Hentoff

One of the foremost authorities on the First Amendment, Nat Hentoff also explores our freedoms  
under the rest of the Bill of Rights and the 14th Amendment by showing how Supreme Court and  
local legislative decisions affect ordinary Americans every day of their lives.

Notable: In 1995, Hentoff received the National Press Foundation Award for Distinguished  
Contributions to Journalism. In 1999, he was a Pulitzer Prize finalist for commentary. He has also 
been honored with the American Library Association's Imroth Award for Intellectual Freedom and  
an American Bar Association Silver Gavel Award.  

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Right

Available In:

The New Republic
The New Republic, America's foremost weekly journal of opinion, offers compelling commentary 
on politics, foreign policy and culture from every political point of view. The New Republic delivers 
lucid analysis and sophisticated reporting with the zest of a good argument. Always lively and 
entertaining, The New Republic combines muscular intelligence with a compelling narrative  
style that keeps you reading, regardless of the subject.  

Frequency: 3x/week
Slant: Middle

Available In:

Diana West
Diana West's column has been syndicated since the week following Sept. 11, 2001. A conservative 
with a strong bent for cultural commentary, West explores topics few writers touch upon – from 
whether Islam is really a religion of peace, to society's bizarre efforts to protect children from Mother's 
Day, to the rise of "PC" summer camps in Vermont – presenting all in a deft, often humorous manner.  

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Right Available In:

Byron York 

Byron York, chief political correspondent for The Washington Examiner, provides conservative  
commentary once a week. Previously the White House correspondent for National Review and a  
frequent guest on political talk shows, York is respected for his reporting skills, fine writing and  
analytical approach. 

Frequency: Weekly
Slant: Right

Available In:





Consumers love a challenge.  
The proof is in the results:  

• Drive repeat visits  • Increase overall traffic  • Build new audiences
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Available In:

POPULAR GAMES

Hidato
The next Sudoku! Star Trek's Mr. Spock would love Hidato 
because it's based totally on logic – no guesswork is needed. 
Each puzzle starts with a grid partially filled with numbers. The 
goal is to fill the grid with consecutive numbers that connect 
horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Each puzzle has only one 
possible solution. The first and last numbers of a puzzle are in 
circle markers.  

Frequency: Daily and Weekly
Game Type: Number 

Available In:

Kakuro
A cross between traditional crosswords and Sudoku, the idea 
behind Kakuro is very simple. Just like Sudoku, you must fit the 
numbers one to nine into a grid of squares so that no number 
is repeated within a defined area. And just like a crossword, 
there's a grid of filled blocks and clues to solve.

Highlights:  Also available in French, German and Spanish.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly
Game Type: Number

Available In:

KENKEN  
KENKEN puzzles consist of either a 4x4 (easy) or 6x6 (challenging) grid of boxes 
divided into "cages," marked by bold outlines. As in Sudoku, all numbers one 
through four in an easy puzzle, or one through six in a challenging one, must 
be used without repetition in each row and column. The difference is that all 
numbers in each cage must combine, using the denoted math operation, to 
produce the target number in the top-left corner.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly
Game Type: Number

*Available in Spanish
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Available In:

Pat Sajak's Code Letter Crosswords
Use the clues to find the solutions just like an ordinary  
crossword, but watch out for Pat's special Code Letters 
spread throughout the puzzle. Crack the coded letter in 
one word and the letter is revealed in every square where 
that code appears.  

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Crossword 

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword
One of the nation's premiere newspaper crosswords. Provide 
your players with an extra daily crossword challenge!

Frequency: Daily

Available In:

Pat Sajak's Lucky Letters
Combining the quick-hit excitement of slots with the 
brain-enhancing challenge of a crossword, Pat Sajak's Lucky 
Letters takes puzzle-solving fun to new heights.  Answer the 
crossword clues and pick Pat's Lucky Letters to fill in more of 
the grid and help you solve the rest of the puzzle. 

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Crossword Available In:
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Available In:

Playtonium Daily Jigsaw
This dynamic jigsaw player is customizable: Clients can upload 
their own photos for readers to play! Choose images from local 
events or use the daily feed for top-rated images. 

Highlights:  Three different levels of game play to challenge 
your consumers.

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Jigsaw  

POPULAR GAMES

PlayFour!
Try this fast, challenging four-by-four crossword puzzle from 
puzzle maker John Wilmes. It's perfect for a quick break – not 
so tough that you can't finish it in just a few minutes, but hard 
enough to keep you on your toes and coming back for more 
every day!

Frequency: Daily 
Game Type: Crossword

Quote Slide
This new hit game gives players a daily dose of enlightening 
quotes. Choose from the letters along the sides of the puzzle 
to fill in the quote. Each letter can only be used once, giving  
players a real challenge.

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Word

Available In:

Available In:
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Rock and Roll Crosswords
Crosswords and rock 'n' roll are both high on the list of 
America's favorite pastimes. Crosswords challenge the  
player's trivia knowledge and provoke creative thinking.  
Rock 'n' roll is, by nature, hip, edgy and fun. Rock and Roll 
Crosswords, by Todd Santos, fuses them together to form a 
union of rock knowledge and true crossword divinity.

Frequency: Weekly
Game Type: Crossword Available In:

Universal Sudoku
From famed puzzle creator David Bodycombe, it's the puzzle that started 
it all! Complete the grid using the numbers one through nine in each row, 
column and 3x3 box, with no repeats.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly
Game Type: Number 

Available In:

Sudoku Daily
The most popular online Sudoku is now available for any 
website. This Flash-enabled game includes a timer, scoring 
and increasing difficulty throughout the week.

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Number Available In:
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Word Roundup
Word Roundup is an innovative variation on a classic format, 
combining the challenge of a crossword with the quick-solve 
satisfaction of a word search. Unlike most word searches, in 
which the player knows what words to look for, Word Roundup 
gives crossword-style clues for the hidden words. Word search 
fans will love this new twist from creators David L. Hoyt and  
Jeff Knurek.

Highlights:  Consistently a top-5 game on Shockwave.com. 

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Word

POPULAR GAMES

Up & Down Words
In Up & Down Words, from David L. Hoyt, players use crossword-
style clues to fill in two-word phrases. But here's the twist: The 
second word of each phrase is the first word in the phrase that 
follows. Players may solve the puzzle from the bottom up or 
from the top down – whichever gets you to the solution  
quickest and is the most fun!

Frequency: Daily 
Game Type: Word

Available In:

Available In:

Universal Crossword
The original hit puzzle from Timothy Parker sets the standard 
for all daily crosswords. Clues and themes are served up fresh 
daily in this classic puzzle. Universal Crossword also has a 21x21 
Sunday version for the intense cruciverbalists!

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Crossword Available In:
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Wonderword
Wonderword is a classic word search puzzle that has a grid of 
letters containing hidden theme words and a mystery answer. 
It's legion of devoted fans can't get enough of David Ouellet's 
Wonderword.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly
Game Type: Word

Available In:

Word Roundup: Hollywood Edition
A daily dose of Word Roundup: Hollywood Edition will help 
you stay in tune with Hollywood's past and present. In 
this variation of the hit game Word Roundup, David L. Hoyt 
combines the challenge of a crossword with a word search's 
quick-hit of solving satisfaction, all with a Hollywood angle.

Frequency: Daily
Game Type: Word Available In:

Available In:

Word Roundup Challenge
David L. Hoyt's Word Roundup Challenge amplifies the 
elements of Word Roundup with more clues, a larger grid 
and bigger rewards – sure to please fans of the original 
version. Like the original Word Roundup, it combines the 
challenge of a crossword with the quick-solve satisfaction 
of a word search. It packs an extra shot of word-finding 
fun that will sharpen your wits!

Frequency: Daily
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Available In:

Jonesin' Crossword
If you're looking for sharp humor in a puzzle, the Jonesin' Crossword is for you. A far  
cry from the usual crossword puzzle, Matt Jones smart and irreverent clues and 
answers are sure to make addicts of its players.

Frequency: Weekly Available In:

Family Time Crossword
Wouldn't it be great to have various members of the family all solving the same 
puzzle? This Timothy Parker crossword features clues for both adults and children. 
The kids' clues are denoted with a (K) and are purposely clued for their level. This 
puzzle is a great way for families to interact and work together.

Frequency: 2x/week

Crosswords Cubed
Looking for a fun crossword challenge? This new digital crossword game, by Andy 
Harrison, comes with a twist. By solving each side of the crossword cube you unlock 
each day's two hidden phrases. While each side of the cube may hold a small crossword 
puzzle, you'll have big fun solving the whole puzzle. 

Frequency: Daily

Available In:

Canadiana Crossword
This online crossword, from Jim and Boots Struthers, speaks to the Canadian 
experience – with puzzles that are made in Canada, for Canadians. These high-
quality puzzles reflect Canadian culture, history, geography, politics, folklore and 
everyday life.

Frequency: Weekly

Crossword Puzzler 
Crossword puzzle fans enjoy being tested in this daily crossword.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly

CROSSWORD

Available In:

Available In:
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For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com

Prizeweek Puzzle
Prizeweek Puzzle is a weekly competition puzzle that combines the challenge of a 
crossword with the excitement of a cash jackpot. Douglas Whiting writes clues that 
are a combination of standard crossword puzzle and multiple-choice clues. Players 
send in the completed puzzle for a chance to win the jackpot.

Frequency: Weekly
Available In:

Theme Crossword
James Barrick and Robert Zimmerman collaborate on the Theme Crossword. The 
clues and answers to each puzzle relate to a different theme every week. 

Frequency: Weekly
Available In:

Today's Crossword Puzzle
Daniel Stark gives your brain a workout with Today's Crossword Puzzle. This daily 
crossword tests players' general knowledge and promotes lateral thinking, with 
clues and answers that cover a broad range of subjects. Readers face a tougher 
challenge as they put their pencils to their papers to solve Today's Sunday Puzzle's 
clever clues. Also available as an interactive online puzzle.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly
Available In:

TV Teaser  
Jean Davison's TV Teaser mixes material about TV, movies, and other clues for the  
entertainment enthusiast.   

Frequency: Weekly

TV Crosswords 
In Jean Davison's TV Crosswords a picture of a well-known TV or movie celebrity 
from the present or the past is in the center grid. At the bottom of the feature 
appears another puzzle, TV Trivia, which asks three trivia questions about old 
television shows.  

Frequency: Weekly Available In:

Available In:
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Sudoku Dailies 
Sudoku features a square puzzle consisting of nine rows and nine columns, which 
together form nine 3x3 mini-squares within the overall layout. Puzzlers must use  
numerals one through nine – without repeating – in each row, column and  
mini-square. Also available as an interactive online puzzle.

Frequency: Daily

Kakuro Dailies 
Sometimes called "kakro" or "cross sums," Kakuro is similar to Sudoku, but also 
involves an element of addition. Every white square needs to be filled with a digit 
from one to nine, as the clues tell you the total of all the digits in that line of boxes.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly  

NUMBER

Available In:

Available In:

Sudoku High Fives Sunday 
Sudoku High Fives consists of five partially overlapping Sudoku grids. It's a brain-teasing 
weekly challenge! 

Frequency: Weekly Available In:

Sudoku Kids 
A Sudoku challenge just for kids! Place the digits one through six in each column,  
row and 2x3 grid, with no repeats.  It's easy for kids to learn and helps them with  
problem solving, math and logic. 

Frequency: Weekly Available In:
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Sudoku Mega
Give game players an extra dose of Sudoku excitement with Sudoku Mega. This  
giant puzzle features a 16x16 grid with letters and numbers and is solved just like  
a regular Sudoku, with no numbers or letters repeating across, down, or within  
each 4x4 square.

Frequency: Daily Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Sudoku Monster 
Ready to take on a monster? This colossal Sudoku challenge by David Bodycombe 
is not for the faint of heart! Solve the puzzle so that each 4x4 box on the gigantic 
16x16 grid contains the numbers zero through nine and letters A through F.

Frequency: Weekly
Available In:*Available in Spanish

Sudoku Triples Sunday
Sudoku Triples consists of three standard Sudoku panels, sharing one set of 3x3 
boxes. Each row, column and 3x3 box must contain the numbers one through  
nine with no repeats. Each 3x3 box in the shared section of the three panels is  
filled in identically. Therefore, finding a number in one box in the shared section 
advances the other three boxes. 

Frequency: Weekly Available In:

Sudoku X
Sudoku X marks the spot for brain-teasing fun! Follow all of the rules of a classic 
Sudoku game – no repeats within the same row, column or 3x3 grid – but be  
careful. Each axis of the X of colored squares that crisscrosses the puzzle is  
another no-repeat zone.

Frequency: Daily

Sudoku X Mini
A big challenge in a small package, each axis of the X of colored squares that  
crisscrosses the Sudoku X Mini grid is another no-repeat zone.

Frequency: Daily

Available In:

Available In:
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Hollywood Jumble 

Hollywood Jumble, by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek, takes the No.1 word-
unscrambling game and gives it a pop-culture twist.  Solve each individual 
puzzle and use the circled letters to solve the entire puzzle. 

Frequency: Daily

Jumble Crosswords
Jumble Crosswords takes two word-puzzle favorites and blends them into one 
addictive, scrambled-up challenge!

Frequency: Daily

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Jumble Jong
Jumble Jong combines America's No.1 word puzzle with the timeless Chinese tile 
game of mah jong. It challenges players to create words using letter tiles. Extra 
points are awarded for finding and unscrambling the Jumble Bonus Words!

Frequency: Daily

Jumble Classic
America's No.1 puzzle game, Jumble Classic has been delighting word-puzzle 
enthusiasts for more than 60 years. With its simple mechanics and brain-teasing 
anagrams, it is a hit with consumers in both print and online. Play is simple, just 
unscramble four words, then use their answers to decode the final clue.

Frequency: 6x/week
Game Type: Jumble, Word 
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Jumble Word Web
Jumble Word Web takes America's No.1 word puzzle and adds a spooky twist:  
Players must create words from the letters scattered around a spider's web.  
Players can move letters around the web, connect them into words and  
earn extra points for unscrambling the Jumble Bonus Word.

Frequency: Daily

Jumble Solitaire
Jumble Solitaire combines two favorites: the word-unscrambling challenge of Jumble 
and the card game fun of Solitaire. Extra points are earned for unscrambling the 
Jumble Bonus Word!

Frequency: Daily

Jumble Word Vault
Jumble Word Vault challenges players to unlock their vocabularies! See if you can 
find enough words to open the vault and find new challenges within.

Frequency: Daily

Jumpin' Jumble
Jumpin' Jumble challenges players to create words  
from the letters on a checkerboard. Jump your checker  
over the letters, creating chains of words as you go,  
and get extra points for unscrambling the Jumble  
Bonus Word!

Frequency: Daily

Jumble Kids
It's America's No.1 word-unscrambling game – designed just for kids. It features 
shorter, simpler words to solve, with all of the fun of the original. 

Frequency: 6x/week
Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:
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Available In:

Arcademic Skill Builders
These online educational video games teach basic academic skills by incorporating 
features of arcade games, making them fun for kids to play.  The 11 multi-player  
games and 12 single-player games (focusing on math and language-arts skills) are 
designed to help children retain knowledge, maintain performance levels and apply 
what they have learned in new situations.  

Notable: Games are hosted within a site's navigation and ad code, and can be  
purchased individually or as a package.

Frequency: Unlimited

Amaze 
In this puzzle, by Jim Gallagher, you must find your way through Amaze without 
crossing any lines or backtracking.

Frequency: 6x/week

Baker Street Puzzle
This kid-friendly puzzle feature, created by Tom Bullimore and Ian Anderson, brings 
a new word or logic puzzle every week based on the Sherlock Holmes mysteries. 

Frequency: Weekly

PUZZLES

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

*Available in Spanish

Magic Eye®    
Magic Eye® 3D, by Cheri Smith and Dawn Zimiles, illusions will challenge and entertain 
your readers. Embedded within each Magic Eye puzzle is an enchanting 3D image that 
materializes before the viewer's eyes! Simple viewing instructions and a "clue" are 
provided with each image.

Frequency: Weekly

Available In:

Available In:
*Available in Spanish
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Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Nile Tiles
A solitaire form of the ancient game of mah jong.  Match pairs of tiles to remove 
them from the board. In order to select a tile, it must not be covered by another tile 
in any way, nor can it have a tile to both its left and right.  

Frequency: Unlimited

Supermaze and Minutemaze
Edd Aragon has created a mind-bending challenge for puzzle fans of all ages. The 
weekly version of Minutemaze offers a larger, more difficult puzzle.

Frequency: Daily and Weekly

Available In:*Available in Spanish

Universal Jigsaw
Universal Jigsaw brings an old family favorite into the 21st century. Each day, a new 
puzzle will be made of mesmerizing images, including landscapes, people, places – 
the possibilities are limitless!

Frequency: Daily

Universal Jigsaw for Kids
A high-quality daily jigsaw perfect for kids! Options of four, nine, 16 or 25 pieces.

Frequency: Daily

*Available in Spanish
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Klondike Solitaire
The perfect online game for all age groups. Create stacks in descending order by  
dragging and dropping cards (black Jack on red Queen, etc.). Move cards of the 
same suit into the top four piles, starting with the Ace.

Frequency: Unlimited

CARD

Addiction Solitaire 
A new twist on the classic solitaire.  All of the aces are removed and four blank spots 
are created.  You must then move cards into the four blank positions until all of the 
cards have been placed from Deuce to King. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Bumper Cards
The ultimate twist on blackjack.  Create piles of cards that add up to 21, but don't go 
over or you'll be busted. Close multiple stacks in a row and get a multiplier bonus.  

Frequency: Unlimited

Crescent Solitaire
Get your solitaire fix with a new twist.  Move all of the cards from the outer piles to 
the eight foundation piles in the center. Build the Aces up in suit to King, and the King 
down in suit to the Ace. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Free Cell Solitaire
Move cards of the same suit into the top four piles, starting with the Ace. Use the four 
free cells in the upper left as temporary storage areas. Cards can be moved from one 
stack to another in the tableau if they are in descending order and of a different color.

Frequency: Unlimited

Golf Solitaire
A fun, sports twist on solitaire – can you make par?  Move all of the cards to the waste 
pile by putting the cards in sequential order.  Any cards you are unable to move equal 
your golf handicap. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:
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Poker Solitaire
This game puts poker and solitaire skills to the test. Using the 25 cards, create the 
10 best poker hands you can by placing cards along five rows and five columns.

Frequency: Unlimited

Pyramid Solitaire
Get to the top of the pyramid by combining cards that add up to 13.  All number 
cards are worth their number, Ace is 1, a Jack 11, a Queen 12 and a King 13.  
Are you up to the challenge? 

Frequency: Unlimited

Solitaire
This classic and highly addictive card game is a must-have for any website. Solitaire 
is loved by millions all over the world.

Frequency: Unlimited

Spider Solitaire
Not for the weak!  To win you need to put all of the cards in order based on suit. 
With three difficulty levels, this will keep consumers on your site longer and keep 
them coming back. 

Frequency: Unlimited

G
A

M
ES

Video Poker
Video Poker works exactly like the poker machines seen at the casinos.  Pick which 
cards you would like to hold and then draw to get the best hand.  Each player starts 
with $100 in a virtual wallet. 

Frequency: Unlimited Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:
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Available In:

Available In:

TRIVIA & LOGIC

Universal Trivia
Timothy Parker's Universal Trivia tests players' knowledge in four categories – Sports, 
Entertainment, Anything Goes and Music – with a fun, interactive Flash format.

Frequency: Weekly

USA Today Don't Quote Me
To play this hit game from USA TODAY, simply complete the quote by arranging 
the given words in the correct order. Learn about famous quotes as you play.

Frequency: 6x/week

Weekly Clever Quiz
This great quiz game tests your trivia knowledge every week. The topics range 
from astronomy to zoology and everything in-between. Great for all ages and  
demographics.

Frequency: Weekly

Available In:

Hitori
An addictive number-based logic puzzle that provides a new challenge each day. 
Hitori puzzles can be solved with pure logic and no math skills. These daily puzzles 
offer endless fun and an entertaining mental challenge for puzzle fans of all ages. 

Frequency: Daily
Available In:

Pathways2
A fun and challenging game for all ages. Find a path through the puzzle to the end 
using two or three steps of simple arithmetic. Choose from four different levels of 
difficulty to test your puzzle-solving skills!

Frequency: Daily Available In:
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ARCADE
Alley Cat
Can you get all of your cats across the street?  Use your skills to jump from platform 
to platform and arrive safely on the other side. But be careful, you only have nine 
lives.  This game is perfect for the younger crowd. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Alu's Revenge
Easy to learn and hard to stop playing. Alu's Revenge takes you into a tomb where 
ancient masks fall. You must click on the similar masks before the towers reach the 
top of the screen.  Play to get the highest score.  

Frequency: Unlimited

Astro Blobs
Kid-friendly game, great for the youth section of your website. Click on the alien ships 
to keep them from taking all of the plants on the moon's surface. Move quickly if you 
want to win!

Frequency: Unlimited

Brain Strain
A game of logic and concentration.  As your head fills up with partial thoughts, you 
must rotate the objects to create a complete loop.  Every time you complete a  
thought, you score more points.  This game is addictive fun for all ages. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Checkout Line
The supermarket has 20 checkout lines filled with unhappy shoppers! Help the 
shoppers get through the lines by clicking groups of the same color.

Frequency: Unlimited

Chicken and Eggs
Another great game for the kid-friendly section of your website. Move your mouse 
to capture the eggs – don't let them hit the ground or you'll have to start over!

Frequency: Unlimited

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:
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ARCADE
Digital Air Hockey
Just like actual air hockey, but playable at your desk. Play your computer opponent 
on three different difficulty levels.  This game is great for all ages and demographics. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Fence Builder
Save your farm from the Bolsheepvik by building fence posts. Capture territory by 
enclosing it in a fence. But watch out for the sheep! They will try to steal territory 
from you by enclosing your fence for you.

Frequency: Unlimited

Flood Control
The town dam is about to burst and it's up to you to save everyone. Keep the town 
safe by connecting ditches and diverting the water.  Can you handle the pressure?

Frequency: Unlimited

Moon Lander
A kid-friendly game. Master the controls to ensure your spaceship lands safely on 
the moon! 

Frequency: Unlimited

Make Your Own Game
Have you ever thought about making your own video game?  Now you can.  With the 
Make Your Own Game wizard you can choose the types of enemies you want to fight, 
the types of weapons and even the difficulty level.  
Then you can play your very own game.  

Frequency: Unlimited

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:
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Pongling
Two games in one! Pongling is a combination of PONG, the very first video game, 
and bowling. Using a space ship "paddle," bat the bowling projectile into the 
bowling frames at the top. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Pretty Good Darts
The next best game to the real thing.  Play 301, 501 or 1001 in either easy mode or 
join the tournament. Great game to increase time on site. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Pretty Good Golf
When you can't make it out to the links, play golf at your desk.  Three levels of play 
allow you to practice or join the amateur or professional tours.  This game is great 
for all sites and audiences.  

Frequency: Unlimited

Shock Bowl
A fast and fun online bowling game. Click on the ball and a wiggling arrow points 
the direction of the ball's spin. Release the ball and it's on its way. Great addition to 
the kid-friendly portion of your site. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Treasure Hunt
Similar to Bejeweled. You must swap the treasures to put similar objects together 
and eliminate rows. But hurry – the clock is working against you! Great for all ages 
and demographics. 

Frequency: Unlimited Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:
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WORD
Celebrity Cipher
In Celebrity Cipher, by Luis Campos, readers must decode quotes from well-known 
past and present individuals, living or deceased, covering all spectrums.

Frequency: 6x/week 

Rootonym®

This addictive Jim and Carey Cook puzzle is the only root-word association game  
of its kind and takes less than three minutes to solve. Given root words, short  
definitions, parts of speech and the number of letters in each word, players  
work to complete the missing word.

Frequency: Daily

Available In:

Available In:

Pardon My Words
Hangman's older, more sophisticated cousin. Rather than one- or two-word answers, 
Timothy Parker's Pardon My Words provides players with an entire quote to solve. 

Frequency: Daily

Spellbound
Test your word-building skills with this challenging game. Try to form as many words 
as you can by unscrambling the letters. 

Frequency: Unlimited

Available In:

Available In:
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Available In:

Available In:

Universal Cryptogram
Crack the Cryptogram code to get the secret answer in this online game from puzzle 
legend, Timothy Parker. 

Frequency: Daily

Universal Word Search
Timothy Parker's Universal Word Search is everyone's favorite word game, made 
for online play. This Java-based puzzle challenges players with a few twists on the 
normal find-and-circle play – choose not to see the list of hidden words in the 
Master version, watch the timer to see how long it takes to complete, scramble 
the same puzzle in a new configuration to play again, or even cheat a bit and 
solve the puzzle if you can't find all the words.

Frequency: Daily

Teleword
Teleword is built manually by puzzle master David Ouellet, without computer-as-
sisted shortcuts. Each uses every letter in the grid, and all of the words in the clue 
list are related to the puzzle's theme title. The millions of people who have tried 
their hand at Teleword over the years find  it a true test of their "word power."

Frequency: Weekly
Available In:

Sudoku Word
Sudoku with a word twist. Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 
box contains the specified letters in some order. One row or column contains a 
hidden word – can you find it?  You'll love David Bodycombe's new hit game. 

Frequency: Weekly 
Available In:
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Available In:

Word Up
Using the one key letter provided, players must create as many words as they can.  
Earn extra points by using the key letter in the highlighted box.  

Frequency: Unlimited

WORD

Word Game 
Word Game is created by Kathleen Saxe, a former English teacher. Each puzzle gives 
the player the word of the day and the number of words to be found for that day. 
The real challenge comes as puzzle-doers attempt to discover more words than  
the clues suggest. 

Frequency: 6x/week

WORDScrimmage® 
Judd Hambrick creates WORDScrimmage, a puzzle in which players receive 
scrambled letters with point values plus a chance for bonus points. Players try to 
unscramble the letters to create words with the highest possible point value.  

Frequency: 6x/week

Available In:

Available In:

Whatzit?
Mind-boggling, sometimes frustrating and always fun, WHATZIT? appeals to people 
of all ages. The zany phrase-and-word puzzles can be solved by one person or can 
be played with others. Either way, Paul Sellers WHATZIT? will provide players with 
brain-teasing enjoyment.

Frequency: Daily Available In:
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Available In:

Wordy Gurdy  
In Wordy Gurdy, by Mark Danna, every answer is a rhyming pair of words (like FAT 
CAT and DOUBLE TROUBLE), and they fit in the empty letter squares. A number 
after each clue tells how many syllables are in each word of the answer. 

Frequency: 6x/week

WordSense
Fans of crosswords, board games and little wooden tiles won't be able to resist  
WordSense. Of course, this variation has several interesting twists! Players only get 
to throw back five tiles per game, and tiles self-destruct if they spend too much 
time on the rack! The goal is to score points by using as many of the 40 tiles as  
possible, with high scores posted for all to see!

Frequency: Daily

Available In:

Available In:

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com

Word Warp
Use three clues to solve for each of the three solution words. But the puzzle 
doesn't end there – use the three solution words to uncover the puzzle's final 
answer. Bill Biggar and Tom Gauer's Word Warp is an irresistible challenge to the 
wordsmith in all of us. 

Frequency: Daily





Our columnists bring a wealth of expert information,
perspective and loyal followers. It's the best way to fill  

pages with original and intriguing content day after day.
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Miss Manners® 
by Judith Martin

Judith Martin's Miss Manners has chronicled the continuous rise and fall of American manners since 
1978. Readers send Miss Manners not only their table and party questions, but also those involving the 
more complicated aspects of life – romance, work, family relationships, child-rearing, death – as well as  
philosophical and moral dilemmas. 

Frequency: 3x/week
Categories: Advice, Lifestyle & Consumer

Sense & Sensitivity
by Harriette Cole

The best-selling author and entrepreneur provides advice six times each week in her Q&A column Sense  
& Sensitivity. Cole gives modern advice for contemporary problems ranging from questions about eti-
quette to relationship issues to tough topics like depression and abuse. Her empathetic, sincere advice  
is also well- researched, incorporating information and resources for readers seeking additional help.

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Advice, Lifestyle & Consumer

Harvey Mackay
Get weekly career advice from The New York Times best-selling author Harvey Mackay, the founder, 
chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Mackay Envelope Corp. He is an internationally 
sought-after public speaker who was named one of the top five speakers in the world by  
Toastmasters International.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Business & Finance

Dear Abby
by Abigail Van Buren

With a worldwide readership of more than 110 million, Dear Abby has a devoted following that 
wouldn't dream of starting each day without her. The most widely syndicated column in the world, 
Dear Abby is well-known for sound, compassionate advice delivered with the straightforward style of 
a good friend. Share a laugh, shed a tear or learn something new every day with Dear Abby.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Advice, Entertainment, Family, Lifestyle & Consumer, Women

workplace911 
by Bob Rosner

workplace911 combines attitude and information to help people come up with their own solutions to 
work-related problems and concerns. The column offers advice for everyone who has ever looked for, 
held or lost a job. Readers email questions directly to Rosner, and he  
answers them in his trademark "three do's and a don't" format.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

ADVICE

Available In:
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Available In:

Talking Money With Jean Chatzky
Talking Money With Jean Chatzky is written from the no-nonsense point of view of a working parent,  
providing detailed advice that not only reassures readers, but also helps them create specific  
financial plans to deal with the issue at hand.

Notable: Chatzky received the Clarion Award for magazine columns from the Association of Women 
in Communications in 2002.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Business & Finance, Parenting

Available In:

The Motley Fool
by David Gardner and Tom Gardner

Nobody ever said investment had to be boring. The Motley Fool tells the truth about investing and 
helps you laugh all the way to the bank. Carried by nearly 300 newspapers, The Motley Fool brings  
lively investment advice and education to your readers. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Business & Finance, Paginated Features

BUSINESS & FINANCE

Smart Money 
by Bruce Williams

In his Smart Money column, Bruce Williams answers readers' questions on personal finance, covering  
concerns such as collecting debts, investing inherited money, starting a business and getting a loan.   

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Business & Finance

Available In:

Smart Moves 
by Ellen James Martin

Ellen James Martin is a prize-winning newspaper and magazine writer who brings a journalist's  
experience to her weekly real estate column, Smart Moves. Martin demystifies the complicated 
financial and lifestyle issues facing anyone who buys, sells or finances a home.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Business & Finance, Home & Garden, Lifestyle & Consumer 

Available In:

Scott Burns
A strong advocate of index-fund investing, Scott Burns recommends bypassing high-commission  
brokerage advice in favor of Couch Potato investing via a series of portfolios he has constructed of 
varying numbers of index and exchange-traded funds. He recommends specific funds with very low  
or nonexistent fees. He also answers queries on such topics as retirement planning, renting vs.  
buying, buying life insurance, paying off a mortgage, and much more.  

Frequency: 2x/week
Categories: Advice, Business & Finance

Available In:
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For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com
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Lovescope
by Eugenia Last

Lovescope is a weekly astrological look at romance, which will help lovers decide when to back 
off or move forward with love. For each week, Eugenia Last offers the romantic outlook for each 
individual astrological sign. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Astrology

Available In:

ASTROLOGY
Dear Eugenia
by Eugenia Last

In her Dear Eugenia column, Eugenia Last, guided by the art and science of the stars, helps 
readers navigate their lives and their loves. Armed with the birth data and astrological sign 
of each individual involved, Last's astrological readings provide guidelines, timing and sage 
advice for handling personal and professional decisions and relationships.  

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Astrology, Men, Women

Available In:

Astro Advice Weekly
by Eugenia Last

An astrological planner for the week ahead. For each of the 12 astrological signs, Eugenia Last 
breaks down the week, day by day, with advice and practical suggestions. Always using her 
interpretive skill in relation to timing, she hones in on specific advice for each day of the week.  

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Astrology

Available In:

Astro Advice Monthly
by Eugenia Last

This feature is created by Eugenia Last specifically for monthly use, offering a broad view of the 
month for each sign of the zodiac. The column is written in such a way that readers can use it 
as a guideline for choices they make throughout the month. 

Frequency: Monthly
Categories: Astrology

Available In:

Last Word in Astrology 
by Eugenia Last

Offering advice and practical suggestions for each of the 12 signs of the zodiac, Eugenia Last 
combines interpretive art with mathematical science to determine the daily horoscope for each 
astrological sign. Included with the daily readings are star ratings, birthday celebrants and the 
seven lucky numbers for the person born on that day. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Advice, Astrology

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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Astro-Graph 
by Bernice Bede Osol

Bernice Bede Osol writes Astro-Graph, the nation's leading syndicated astrology column.  
No starry-eyed newcomer to horoscopes, she started writing the daily column in 1972.  
Osol believes that astrology is a science that helps people live better lives.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Astrology

Available In:

Your Birthday  
by Stella Wilder

Your Birthday is a daily guide in which Stella Wilder entertains readers while encouraging 
them to spend a few moments of introspection and planning to meet the challenges of 
the day. Wilder has a vast knowledge of astrology and has been a lifelong student of the 
influence of the stars on the human condition. Her horoscopes offer cosmic guidance for 
readers according to the signs of the zodiac.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Astrology

Available In:

*Available in Spanish

Your Stars This Week 
by Stella Wilder

Stella Wilder's horoscopes offer cosmic guidance for readers according to the signs of 
the zodiac. Your Stars This Week offers general counsel for the coming week. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Astrology

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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Interactive Horoscope
Online Flash Player

With Interactive Horoscope you can instantly add compelling interactive content to your 
website. Enjoy Daily Horoscope, Daily Star Charts, Sun Sign Personality Traits, Love Meter 
and more ...  get them all on your site daily.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Advice, Astrology

*Available in Spanish

Available In:
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ENTERTAINMENT

Ask Mr. Know-It-All   
by Gary Lee Clothier

Ask Mr. Know-It-All answers readers' inquiries on entertainment and other trivia topics. From movies and 
television to sports, pop culture and every bit of trivia in between, Ask Mr. Know-It-All has the answers to 
satisfy readers' curiosity and settle issues such as, "Whatever happened to 'The Exorcist's' Linda Blair?"   

Frequency: 2x/week
Categories: Advice, Entertainment

Roger Ebert
If there was a hall of fame for cultural commentary, Roger Ebert would be a founding member. Arguably 
America's most influential film critic and the first to win a Pulitzer Prize for criticism, Ebert was named by 
Forbes magazine "the most powerful pundit in America." And he's a writing juggernaut, reviewing from 
three to 10 movies each week (all full-length reviews with an accompanying capsule version), along 
with occasional essays, interviews and reportage from international film festivals. The Ebert syndicated 
service also includes a weekly column of short reviews of current video releases. 

Frequency: 3-7x week, release varies
Categories: Entertainment, Men, Women

Available In:

Available In:

NEA Bridge   
by Phillip Alder

Phillip Alder is a bridge champion, coach, author and teacher. A native of London, England, he won his 
first bridge championship in 1971. He went on to represent the U.S. in the World Bridge Championships 
and has won other titles in both England and the U.S., as well as awards and special commendations  
for his NEA bridge columns. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Card, Puzzles & Games, Women

Available In:

The Aces on Bridge   
by Bobby Wolff

World-renowned bridge champion Bobby Wolff writes The Aces on Bridge, an insightful column 
designed to help readers improve their bridge game. The Aces on Bridge was started by Ira Corn, 
founder of The Aces, the first professional bridge team. Wolff, one of the original Aces, took over the 
column in 1982. In it, he reveals the secrets of a championship bridge player to both tournament 
and at-home players.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Card, Puzzles & Games, Women

Available In:
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The Soaps: Tune in Tomorrow   
by Nancy M. Reichardt

For many daytime television viewers, Nancy Reichardt's job is a dream come true. Reichardt writes 
The Soaps: Tune in Tomorrow, the definitive guide to the who, what, when and where of daytime soap 
operas. To get her information, she watches the soaps and interviews the stars. Reichardt writes  
summaries, answers readers' questions and interviews popular stars and promising newcomers.

Frequency: 3x/week
Categories: Entertainment, Women

Available In:

Tune in Tonight
by Kevin McDonough

Tune in Tonight delivers brief, accurate highlights of nighttime programming on broadcast and cable 
television seven days a week. Author Kevin McDonough brings a witty, insightful and occasionally 
offbeat approach to TV commentary, providing a lively and comprehensive overview of all nightly 
programs and giving readers each evening's major television events at a glance. In addition to 
prime time features and listings, Tune in Tonight features a daily "Cult Choice."   

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Entertainment

Available In:

You Be the Critic    
by Bob Habes

You Be the Critic is a weekly movie ratings column that recommends which films to see – and which 
to avoid – based on the opinions of moviegoers across the country. Author Bob Habes and his staff 
conduct exit polls in movie theaters across the country, tabulate the results into a chart of the Top 
20 movies of the week, and compare what the public thinks of each film to what the critics have 
to say (based on an average of 10 critics' ratings nationally). Habes also includes commentary and 
viewers' quotes on newly released feature films and the latest movies on video and DVD.   

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment

Available In:

Soap Opera Review
by Nancy M. Reichardt

In Soap Opera Review, Nancy Reichardt prepare viewers for the dramatic events to come on their 
favorite shows.  

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, Women

Available In:
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Desperation Dinners
by Beverly Mills and Alicia Ross 
Desperate times call for Desperation Dinners, the weekly column of quick and easy recipes for people 
who want to create home-cooked meals with a minimum of time and effort. Providing organizational 
tips, nutritional information and an optional color photo of each meal, authors Beverly Mills and Alicia 
Ross help readers create mouth-watering feasts in the time it takes to get a pizza delivered. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Food, Lifestyle & Consumer

MaryJane's Everyday Organic    
by MaryJane Butters

MaryJane's Everyday Organic is a weekly column that delivers simple yet sophisticated advice on how 
to live better and enjoy life more while doing right by the environment. MaryJane Butters speaks to  
every woman who has ever fantasized about living on a farm – or bringing the healthy, safe, home-
grown aspects of farm living into their daily lives. MaryJane's Everyday Organic offers concrete sug-
gestions for adding a little fresh air to daily life with easy-to-follow farm kitchen recipes, directions for 
simple homemade solutions and projects to do around the house.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Food, Home & Garden, Lifestyle & Consumer, Women

Eat In and Save    
by Marialisa Calta

Marialisa Calta proves in her new weekly column, Eat In and Save, that cooking your own food isn't just 
budget-friendly, but also a great way to eat healthy and have some fun in the kitchen. Each week, she 
provides commentary and a recipe for a delicious and wholesome creation that won't break the bank.  
A color photograph of her recipe accompanies each column.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Food, Lifestyle & Consumer

Available In:

Available In:

FOOD & NUTRITION

Available In:

7-Day Menu Planner   
by Susan Nicholson

Nutrition consultant and TV personality Susan Nicholson's 7-Day Menu Planner is a reader favorite 
because it gives them great ideas for meals and more free time. The 7-Day Menu Planner  
provides a practical guide for meal plans and recipes that emphasize nutrition, taste, budget and  
ease of preparation, letting you spend less time in the kitchen and more time with your family.

Notable: Nicholson has appeared more than 125 times on Atlanta network television and on CNN  
and the Discovery Channel. She most recently authored 7-Day Menu Planner for Dummies.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Family, Food, Lifestyle & Consumer, Women

Available In:
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by Ed Blonz

Ed Blonz writes On Nutrition, the weekly nutrition column that covers topics ranging from the 
relationship between red meat and colon cancer to potential problems with the use of herbs or 
weight-loss shakes. Blonz clarifies readers' questions with easy-to-understand, concise information, 
empowering them to make their own decisions through a better  
understanding of foods and nutrition.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Food, Health, Lifestyle & Consumer

Supermarket Sampler    
by Bonnie Tandy Leblang and Carolyn Wyman

Supermarket Sampler focuses on what's new on grocers' shelves and tries to sort through the  
extravagant claims and fancy packaging of some of the hundreds of new products that food  
manufacturers introduce every year. Co-authored by a nutritionist, Bonnie Tandy Leblang, and a  
junk-food fan, Carolyn Wyman, the feature offers competing perspectives that sometimes agree on  
a recommendation and sometimes don't. The authors offer opinions on the products' nutritional  
content, ease of preparation, price points and tastiness.   

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Food, Lifestyle & Consumer

Available In:

Available In:

HEALTH & WELLNESS

Dr. Gott     
by Dr. Peter Gott

Dr. Peter Gott combines the empathy of an old-fashioned family doctor with the outspoken fervor 
of a patients' rights advocate in his nationally syndicated column, Dr. Gott. More than 6,000 readers 
write to him each month, and Dr. Gott responds to readers' medical questions with sensitivity and 
accuracy. Dr. Gott devotes six days each week to answering readers' medical questions, and one day 
each week to his own health-related commentary.   

Frequency: 6x/week
Categories: Health

Available In:

Harvard Medical School Adviser
The Harvard Medical School Adviser summons the resources of more than 300 experts from one of the 
nation's top medical schools to answer readers' questions about health and medicine. In addition to 
offering reliable advice on traditional medical subjects, Harvard Medical School's extensive faculty 
and facilities enable the writers to react to breaking medical news and provide information on  
current hot topics. Each weekly Q&A panel includes a relevant illustration.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Health

Available In:

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com
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Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

www.4Kids.org
This weekly feature introduces three new kid-friendly websites. The sites offer fun activities such as 
games and puzzles while encouraging kids to explore, learn and experiment with new ideas and  
concepts. The sites have been thoroughly vetted by the team behind the feature, and both parents 
and kids can rest assured that there is no inappropriate content on the recommended sites. In  
addition to the three websites, there are other components to the feature: Ask Amy, a Q&A about  
the Web; Speak Out, a question designed for reader feedback; and the Kid Quest Challenge, which 
calls on kids to answer questions about the featured websites.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: For Kids, Sunday Only

World of Wonder    
by Laurie Triefeldt

World of Wonder is a weekly illustrated feature page devoted to exploring educational themes and 
examining the realms of history, science, nature and technology. Well-researched and beautifully 
illustrated in full color, World of Wonder's sophisticated graphics clarify a wide variety of subjects and 
concepts. Created in 1997 by Laurie Triefeldt, an award-winning graphic journalist, World of Wonder 
demystifies subjects such as storms, castles, bugs, Vikings and ancient Greece.

Notable: World of Wonder won the 2007 National Cartoonists Society Award for Best Newspaper  
Illustration. It also won both the 2006 and 2002 Association of Educational Publishers' Distinguished 
Achievement Award for Excellence in Educational Publishing.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Family, For Kids, Men, Special Format, Women

FOR KIDS

The Mini Page
by Betty Debnam, Founding Editor and Editor-at-Large

The Mini Page will teach your readers about each weekly topic using columns, word puzzles,  
connect-the-dots, recipes, drawings and pictures. Each issue also includes a Standards Spotlight 
with activities for teachers or parents to use in conjunction with the issue. Appearing in more than 
400 newspapers weekly, The Mini Page is loved by children, parents, teachers and anyone who  
wants to learn a little more while having a lot of fun. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, For Kids, News Services, Paginated Pages

Tell Me a Story
by Amy Friedman and Jillian Gilliland 
For most of us, the memory of a story told before bedtime is like a warm glass of milk – soothing,  
comforting, savored. Each week, Amy Friedman and Jillian Gilliland give us an original story or a  
children's classic accompanied by a captivating illustration that will spark your little one's imagination. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, Family, For Kids Available In:
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PETS
Animal Doctor 
by Dr. Michael W. Fox  
All kinds of animals – from cats to cockatiels – are handled with care by Dr. Michael W. Fox, the  
well-known author, veterinarian, animal advocate and behaviorist. Dr. Fox's Q&A animal advice  
column, Animal Doctor, appears twice weekly, providing readers with the latest news in veterinary 
care and giving important health and safety reminders for all who live with animals.

Frequency: 2x/week
Categories: Advice, Lifestyle & Consumer, Pets

Available In:

Pet Connection
by Gina Spadafori and Dr. Marty Becker  
Pet Connection provides pet owners with the information they need and the 
stories they love. America's veterinarian, Dr. Marty Becker, and award-winning 
journalist Gina Spadafori know the key questions facing pet owners and where 
to find the answers.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Family, For Kids, Lifestyle &  
Consumer, Men, Paginated Pages, Pets, Women

Available In:

A+ Advice For Parents
by Leanna Landsmann

This weekly Q&A column by nationally recognized education writer and editor Leanna Landsmann 
gathers advice from America's best teachers to help parents be partners in helping their children 
thrive in school. Each week Landsmann draws on her own experience and the advice of respected 
teachers and education experts to answer questions. In addition to advice about curriculum,  
classroom, homework and social issues, each column includes a "Teacher Tip" with print and web 
resources for further information.   

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Family, Men, Parenting, Women 

Parent-to-Parent 
by Betsy Flagler 
Parent-to-Parent provides a forum for readers with child-rearing questions, combining advice from  
industry experts with opinions from other parents for a column that speaks to moms and dads from 
all walks of life. Betsy Flagler, herself a mother, focuses on one question each week and offers a wide 
range of suggestions, so readers walk away with several viable solutions. Readers are encouraged to 
submit questions and offer their own recommendations for other parents' predicaments.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Parenting

Available In:

Available In:

PARENTING
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Earthweek: A Diary of the Planet
by Steve Newman

It may be a small world, but it's a planet filled with stories. From man-made occurrences to nature's 
own news, Earthweek provides a weekly overview of headline events affecting our planet. Covering 
cyclones, floods, earthquakes, oil spills and nuclear testing – even monkey attacks, snake infestations 
and a bounty of other natural phenomena – the stories in Earthweek are as diverse as nature itself.

Notable: Earthweek is available as a composed page in color or black  
and white, and in U.S. and metric versions.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Environment, For Kids, News Services, Paginated Pages, 
Sunday Only

Available In:

Did You Know? 
Curious facts about life, the world and general knowledge. This illustrated feature provides interesting 
factoids that will entertain, delight and educate readers. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, Family, For Kids

Available In:

LIFESTYLE & CONSUMER

Do Just One Thing  
by Danny Seo

Go green! This daily feature shows consumers how they can live an eco-friendly life that embraces 
style. The feature's creator, Danny Seo, offers ingenious ways to live simply and affordably while  
doing something positive for the environment.    

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Advice, Environment, Family, Lifestyle & Consumer 

Available In:

Figuratively Speaking
by John MacIntyre 
A statistics column intended to educate and amuse readers with its take on prevailing conventional  
wisdom. The column shows the vagaries of a life in business, though it offers informational figures 
about all aspects of society. The chief aim of Figuratively Speaking is to capture changing trends, 
including the differences between the sexes, workplace attitudes, brick-and-mortar versus high-tech 
shopping patterns, wages, costs and everything in between.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Business & Finance, Entertainment, Lifestyle & Consumer, 
News Services

Available In:
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News of the Weird 
by Chuck Shepherd

What started as a hobby among a few friends more than 25 years ago has grown to be the most 
widely syndicated compendium of strange-but-true news stories today: Chuck Shepherd's News 
of the Weird. Shepherd has turned this hobby into a mission, and now with the aid of the Internet, 
he continues to present a weekly distillation of the best bizarre dispatches gathered from around 
the world.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, Lifestyle & Consumer, News Services

Available In:

Real Simple Solutions 
Real Simple Solutions exists to make busy women's lives easier. Each week, a long feature or several 
small features (including art) from Real Simple magazine reflect the different topics it touches on 
each month: Home, Style and Life, plus Solutions, the magazine's signature front-of-the-book  
sections, which include New Uses for Old Things, Products of the Month, Problem Solvers, and  
Fake It – Don't Make It (food).

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Home & Garden, Lifestyle & Consumer  

Available In:

Frugal Living  
by Sara Noel 
Sara Noel knows that being frugal doesn't mean you have to settle. Her Frugal Living column  
emphasizes simplicity, family values and eco-frugality, inspiring women to discover their passions  
and rekindle their inner spirit. From cutting down the food bill to finding alternative uses for  
everyday items, Frugal Living examines smart, easy ways to save money, apply common  
sense in cost-cutting endeavors and simplify busy lives.

Frequency: 3x/week
Categories: Advice, Lifestyle & Consumer, Women

Available In:

News of the Weird Pro
by Chuck Shepherd

This Pro Edition of News of the Weird is specially enhanced for online use with more stories and links 
to the original local news sources. For the serious connoisseur of the oddities of human nature.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, Lifestyle & Consumer, News Services

Available In:
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LIFESTYLE & CONSUMER
RealStyle
by Patricia McLaughlin

Patricia McLaughlin's weekly RealStyle column is about the way fashion and, to a larger extent, our 
ever-changing tastes and mores, define who we are and what matters to us. Whether it's how Michelle 
Obama's sleeveless gowns impact the styles we see on Fifth Avenue, or the myriad of choices we face 
when buying shampoo, RealStyle explores what all this says about how we live now.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, Lifestyle & Consumer, Women

Available In:

Salon.com
Salon.com is a feature that pulls from 10 original content sites as well as two online communities – Table 
Talk and The WELL. The sites include News, Politics, Technology & Business, Arts & Entertainment, Books, 
Sex, Life, People, Comics, and Salon Audio, a digital audio hub that offers downloadable interviews and 
commentary from today's most compelling writers and performers.   

Frequency: Daily
Categories: News Services

Available In:

The Village Idiot 
by Jim Mullen

Anyone who has dreamed of chucking it all and moving to the country will identify with Jim Mullen's 
witty observations and sharp humor, as a self-proclaimed city boy experiences the "simple life" first-
hand. Mullen and his wife lived in New York City's Greenwich Village for 20 years before moving to a 
rural dairy farm. This charming "fish out of water" feature explains how he would rather spend time with 
his manure-spreading, tractor-pulling neighbors than with all the beautiful people back in Manhattan.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Entertainment, Humor

Available In:

Wheels
by Tom Strongman 
Wheels is a weekly feature that offers automotive reviews and personal stories of people who have  
restored the vintage cars that first sparked their interest in automobiles. Photos and graphics  
accompany each review and story. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Autos, Lifestyle & Consumer, Paginated Pages

Available In:

The World Almanac Databank  
The World Almanac and Book of Facts is the source for this daily calendar feature. The World Almanac 
is a perennial No. 1 best seller that has set the standard for reference books for more than a century. 
Each installment of The World Almanac Databank includes notable historical and sports events that 
occurred on the particular day, as well as interesting birthdays of the day.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Specialty Features

Available In:
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by The At Home Experts 
At Home includes four columns and several images in one package! Each of the At Home experts  
is a specialist in his or her field, sharing detailed articles and helpful tips on home décor, interior  
decorating and garden design in one complete monthly feature. 

Frequency: Monthly
Categories: Advice, Home & Garden, Lifestyle & Consumer,  
Men, Women

Available In:

HOME & GARDEN

The Housing Scene 
by Lew Sichelman

In his weekly column, The Housing Scene, Lew Sichelman provides consumer-oriented information 
on housing and real estate that is essential reading in today's market. Dubbed "the consumer's real 
estate columnist," Sichelman uses plain English to give readers information they can use, making The 
Housing Scene easily understandable for even first-time homebuyers.

Notable: Lew Sichelman has been honored by the National Association of Real Estate Editors, 
Mortgage Bankers Association, National Association of Home Builders and National Association of 
Realtors. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Business & Finance, Home & Garden,  
Lifestyle & Consumer

Available In:

From Consumer Reports 
From Consumer Reports is a selection of articles offering unbiased advice about products and  
services, personal finance, health and nutrition, and other consumer concerns from the popular  
consumer guide Consumer Reports. 

Frequency: 2x/week
Categories: Advice, Lifestyle & Consumer

Available In:

First Aid for the Ailing House 
by Henri de Marne 
From leaky roofs to water-logged basements, Henri de Marne gives expert advice on home  
improvement and repair. In his weekly column, First Aid for the Ailing House, De Marne has been 
helping readers find better, simpler, faster and more cost-efficient ways of making household repairs 
since 1982. For 25 years, De Marne was a building, remodeling and restoration contractor, owning 
and heading two construction and remodeling firms. Since retiring from active construction work, 
he devotes his time to writing about and consulting on all aspects of home repairs and remodeling.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Home & Garden

Available In:

For more information contact salesdirector@amuniversal.com or go to www.universaluclick.com
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Available In:

SPORTS

NASCAR Insider 
by Rick Minter 
NASCAR Insider offers two opportunities each week for readers to get a complete update on NASCAR 
news. The first page, available before noon every Tuesday, offers a look back at the previous weekend's 
race and a look ahead. The second, a half-page available by 6:00 p.m. Thursday, contains updated  
information for on the upcoming race.

Frequency: Weekly or 2x/week
Categories: Men, Paginated Pages, Sports

Available In:

Gol Futbol - English
Soccer is the most popular sport on the planet.  Give your readers a digital experience with top-quality 
soccer content, up-to-the minute scores and information from more than 425 leagues around the world. 

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Entertainment, Sports

America's Line 
by Ben Eckstein  
America's Line: You can bet on it! For more than 20 years, Ben Eckstein has been reporting the most  
comprehensive and up-to-the-minute stats and odds in the world of sports. It's the one service that 
gives consumers everything they need to track their odds portfolio, including trends, matchup reports 
and other key performance indicators. America's Line is the one-stop source for everything odds-related!

Notable: Ben is regularly featured on ABC and CNBC for odds commentary.

Frequency: Daily
Categories: Entertainment, Men, Sports

Available In:

Golf Insider 
by T.J. Tomasi

A full composed page of instruction, commentary and tips from one of the game's premier teaching 
professionals. Author T.J. Tomasi knows golf from the inside out and coaches readers on all aspects of 
the game, from improving their swing to buying the right equipment and staying in shape. Golfers at 
all levels will shave strokes off their scores and enjoy an insider's perspective on news and trends.

Frequency:  Weekly
Categories: Men, Paginated Pages, Sports 

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

Available In:

All Lotteries: U.S.  
This interactive feature brings daily lottery results from the entire U.S. to one spot. Consumers can 
get results by clicking on their state of interest.  With millions of people playing the lottery daily, 
this is a great tool to drive traffic to your site.

Frequency: Daily

Interactive Lottery 
Interactive Lottery allows you to post the most current lottery results on your website and take  
advantage of a game that is played by over 57 percent of Americans. This allows you to create  
consistent and regular site traffic.

Frequency: Daily

Irish National Lottery
Includes an interactive map of Ireland. 

Frequency: Daily

Canadian Lotteries
This interactive feature provides the latest, most up-to-date lottery information and results online.  The 
feature includes an interactive map of Canada, where each province is clickable. The interactive lottery 
is a great tool to drive repeat visits and increase time-on-site. 

Frequency: Daily

U.K. Interactive Lottery
Includes an interactive map of the U.K. 

Frequency: Daily

ONLINE LOTTERY RESULTS
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Focus on the Family
by Jim Daly and Dr. Juli Slattery  
A weekly advice column, Focus on the Family draws upon a deep, abiding Christian 
faith to help heal broken marriages and troubled families, showing readers that 
with "the power of hope, and second chances, people can be led along the right 
path." Focus on the Family's sound Christian guidance gives readers helpful  
answers on how to navigate a steady path in an uncertain world.

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice, Lifestyle & Consumer

Available In:

On Religion 
by Terry Mattingly  
Terry Mattingly, a weekly columnist and director of the Washington Journalism Center at the Council 
for Christian Colleges and Universities, tackles the implications of religion in current events and 
delves deeply into each subject he covers in his column On Religion. 

Frequency: Weekly
Categories: Advice Family, Religion

Available In:

RELIGION

Religion News Service 
For more than 75 years, Religion News Service has been an authoritative source of news about religion, 
ethics, spirituality and moral issues. Based in Washington, D.C., RNS has a network of correspondents 
around the world, providing news and information on all faiths and religious movements to the  
nation's leading newspapers, news magazines, broadcast organizations and religious publications. 
RNS' first priority is to provide intelligent, objective coverage of all religions – Judaism, Christianity,  
Islam, Asian religions and private spirituality – providing commentary from a diverse array of all 
points of the political and theological spectrum.

Frequency: Daily or Weekly, with photos and graphics
Categories: Lifestyle & Consumer, News Service

Available In:

*Available in Spanish
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AVAILABLE IN SPANISH
Columns & Features 
Aprendo**  

Astrologia por Eugenia (Eugenia Last)

Enfoque a la Familia (Focus on the Family)  

Es Hoy Su Cumpleanos? (Your Birthday)  

Exclusivo desde Hollywood (Hollywood Exclusives)

Gol-Futbol  

Horoscopo Interactivo (Interactive Horoscope)

Los Horoscopo de Holliday** (Horoscopes by Holliday)

Magia en un Minuto (Magic in a Minute)

El Mundo de Beakman  

Mundo Insolito (News of the Weird)

Resultado de la Loteria (Lottery Results)

Resultado de Loterias de Mexico** (Mexico Lottery Results) 

Sus Estrellas esta Semana (Your Stars This Week)
  

Puzzles & Games  
El Acertijo de Sherlock Holmes (Baker Street Puzzle)  

Atajo (Amaze)  

Crucigramas** (Crossword) 

Crucimania** (Crossword) 

Hidato en Español  

Ojo Mágico (Magic Eye) 

Pasatiempos** (Various Puzzles) 

Rompecabezas Universal Jigsaw  

SCRABBLE®grams

Sopa de Letras** (Word Search) 

Sudoku Mega en Español  

Sudoku Mini en Español

Sudoku Pacific en Español

Superlaberinto (Supermaze) 

Universal Kakuro Crucigrama 

Universal Sudoku Chicos

Universal Sudoku Crucigrama

Universal Sudoku Monster en Español

Comics  
Baldo en Español  

Benitin y Eneas (Mutt and Jeff)

El Café de Poncho (Pooch Café)

Calvin and Hobbes en Español

Capsulas Medicas (Health Capsules) 

Carlitos/Rabanitos/Snoopy (Peanuts)

Condorito**  

Dilbert en Español

Don Brutus (Born Loser)  

Ferd'nand  

FoxTrot en Español

Fred Basset en Español

Garfield en Español

Gaturro**  

Ginger Meggs en Español

Gor**  

Herman  

Las Hermanas Stone (Stone Soup)

James Bond en Español**  

Justo y Franco (Frank and Ernest)  

Lio en Español

Lola

Marmaduke  

Monty  

Nate el Grande (Big Nate)  

Osorios (The Grizzwells)  

Overboard en Español

Pepe**  

Periquita (Nancy)  

Perlas para los Cerdos (Pearls Before Swine)  

Ripley's (Ripley's Believe It or Not)  

Rosa (Rose Is Rose)   

Tarzan

Trucutu (Alley Oop)   

Tutelandia**  

Ziggy en Español

Editorial Cartoons
Lalo Alcaraz

Mike Ramirez**

** Spanish only
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NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION
Newspaper Enterprise Association (NEA) offers a comprehensive and cost-effective package of 
features for all sections of the newspaper. NEA has highly acclaimed political commentary  
including the work of David Shribman, Nat Hentoff's Sweet Land of Liberty and Kathryn Jean 
Lopez's column; a lineup of editorial cartoons featuring Jeff Stahler and Ed Stein; comics  
including such favorites as Frank & Ernest and The Born Loser; the humor writing of The Village 
Idiot's Jim Mullen; advice on how to live comfortably on a sensible budget from Frugal Living's  
Sara Noel; and a selection of graphics and illustrations, all available through The NEA Daily Service. 

Business & Finance  
Frugal Living by Sara Noel
by Sara Noel 

Smart Money
by Bruce Williams

Home & Garden
From Consumer Reports

Editorial Cartoons  
Robert Ariail

Jerry Holbert

Jeff Stahler

Ed Stein

Entertainment
Ask Mr. Know-It-All
by Gary Lee Clothier

Food & Nutrition
Eat In and Save
by Marialisa Calta

  

Health  & Wellness
Dr. Gott
by Dr. Peter Gott, M.D.

Astrology  
Astro-graph
by Bernice Bede Osol

Lifestyle & Consumer  
The Village Idiot
by Jim Mullen

The World Almanac Databank

Comics  
Alley Oop
by Jack and Carole Bender 

Arlo and Janis
by Jimmy Johnson 

Big Nate
by Lincoln Peirce 

The Born Loser
by Art and Chip Sansom 

Cow & Boy
by Mark Leiknes 

Frank & Ernest
by Thaves

The Grizzwells
by Bill Schorr

Herman
by Jim Unger

Kit 'N' Carlyle
by Larry Wright

Moderately Confused
by Jeff Stahler

Monty
by Jim Meddick

Shortcuts
by Jeff Harris

Soup to Nutz
by Rick Stromoski

Editorial  
Donna Brazile

Kathryn Jean Lopez

Gene Lyons

National Perspective
by David Shribman 

On Religion
by Terry Mattingly 

Cokie Roberts and Steven V. Roberts

Sweet Land of Liberty
by Nat Hentoff 

Diana West

Byron York

Puzzles & Games 
NEA BRIDGE
by Phillip Alder

Celebrity Cipher

NEA Crossword Puzzle

Sports  
Win, Lose & Drew
by Drew Litton

Annual Specials  
NEA Holiday Comic Strip

Holiday Gift Guide
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For more information:

1-800-255-6734
salesdirector@amuniversal.com
www.universaluclick.com




